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A few words of explanation are in order as to the raison dt€tre

of this chapter. rt
necessary

may

well be thought peculiar rhat it is held

to unearth controversies which occurred in structural.

linguistics

some Ehree decades

after

t.he

fact. But

because a pervasive

this pre-generatlvlst or 'taxonomic'I
period of linguistics, a mythology which continues to be perpetuated

mythology has sprung up concerning

as if bearing anything more than a casual relation to actual figures,
i.ssues and events, another view
because
have

is arguably warranted. This is prirnaril-y

the issues which arose in this period of structural theorizing

not lost their relevance to linguistic theory and its philosophicatr

understanding, although it will require a bit of historical uncovering

to recognLze just what these issues are and to distinguish

them from the

caricatures by which they are currently reeognized and even taught.

overall concern with the validation

and

justification of

Our

granmars therefore

will benefit from a reErospective rclearing of the airt about issues
as the status of meaning in linguistic analysis and the doctrine of

such

autonomy

of linguistic forn - the possibility of linguistic analysis wirhout, in
principle, relying on meaninBr on the related issues of "mechanical
discoverv procedures", non-uniqueness of linguistic description

criteria of

adequacy

and

for grannars. Our treatment here is-restricted to

rectifying misconceptions

and we must

defer to later chapters a full

Presentation of the approach to validation of grarnmars we are concerned

to demonstrate. But this
che appearance

of

reassessment

Chomskyrs

of issues will- set the stage for

Logical Structure of Linguistic

Theor_rr

June, 1955, a work which has determined, in broad outline, the

I cho*sk.r's term: see, €.g., Mehta (I971:65).

in

2l

metatheoretical perspective of much of linguistic Lheory up until

the present day. To assess correctly the point of departure of this
i

work and its genuine innovatj.ons requires then that we reevaluate
what has become the 'received viewr of these issues in this period of
Anerican lingui-stics, a view (e.g., Nermneyer (1980: 20)) which holds that
"The essence

of

Chornskyts

revolution in linguistics

r^ras

his gift to

the field of a trul-y scientific perspective. ...he characterized a
grarunar simply as 'a theory of language, t and rejected the empiricist
view of one as a mechanically constructable abbreviation of (sic) corpus."

that "A truly al-ternative theory with any credibility has yet to
emerge". ^ We shall try.to extricate the matters of substance in Ehe
and

examination of the scientific status of granmatical theories frorn

a

remarkably successful partisan historiography based more upon emul-ation

of authority than

uPon any

texts of the period. 2

perceptible farniliarity with the fundarnental

Our

brief examination of these historical topics

cannot, in any sense, be considered an adequate treatment. rts sole
Purpose

is to provide an initial

exi.sting accounts which have

pathway through

become

the inaccuracies of

standard, and as a spur to encourage

further efforts in this direction.
- Lest it be thought t,hese rem:rks are not representative, see the
references cj.ted throughout this chapter. It is, however, difficul-tEo
be even-handed with a work which issues such declarations as "The
dominant intellectual force in the United States from the 1930's to
the 1960's was empiricism" (3) and "On the basis of this ideal-ization
(;.e., "a linguistic theory is a formal nodel of a speakerts abstract
linguistic comPetence" - TR), more has been learned about the nature
of language in the Last,25 years than in the previous 2500"(250). The
extent of the problem of rectifying the historical account rnay be
appreciated by perusing the favorable review of this work by D.J. Napoli
(198I) in Lanelre-gc, stil1 the most prestigious journal in American lingui.stics
1

2

On the legitimizing
Graham (1983).

function of partisan disciplinary histories,

see

22

z.

t nroorri.ril

Many

nisperceptions center around the central

figure of Bloonfield; in particular, these regard his attack

on

"mentalism" and the nature of his vievs about meaning. we review
thes'e

in turn.

2.L.L Anti-mentalisn. In his belief that
form of scientific discourse" (1933 vii)

"mechani-sm

is the

necessarv

Bl-oornfield held rhat a genuine

science of language including linguistics could ultimately only
based

in a "m:terialistic (or better, mechanistic) theory" of

be

psychology

(::).

As regards psychological theory, mechanism, as Bloomfield understood it,

entailed t,hat

"human

actions...are part of cause-and-effect

sequences exactly

like those we obsente, say in the study of physics or chemistry". Elser^i'here,
Bloomfield considers the tems tbehaviorismr, rmechanismf , operationalismt and
tphysicalismt interchangably denominating what \{as a view of scientific
method

rather than a proposal demarcating the scope of science. I

t.arget.

of

t.hese general remarks

the variability of

is mentalism, a theory which

human conduct

r'l-r"

"supposes that

is due to the interference of

some non-

physical factor, a spirit, or will or mind...that is present, in every
human

being" (ZZ1, a characterization which shows that

BLoomfiel-d's

concern is to confront linguistic doctrines which on anal-ysis are seen
Eo

rely on or irnply

-

(1939a :13): "...Ide can distinguish science from other phases of human
activity by agreej.ng that science shall deal only with events that
are accessible in their time and place to any and a1l- observers (strict
behaviorlsm)or only wit,h events that are placed in co-ordinates of time
and space (mechanism), or that science sha1l employ only sueh initial
statements and predictions as lead to definite handling operations
(operationalism), or only terms such as are derivable by rigid definition
from a set of every day terms concerning physical happenings (physicalism).
These several formulati-ons, independently reached by different scientists,
aI1 lead to Ehe same delimitation and this del-imitation does not restrict
che subject matter of scienee but rather characterizes its method."

I

some form

of vitalism or teleology.

Bloonfieldrs characterization of mentalism has been thought peculir. I
from the standPoint of a "sophistj.cated" latter-day mentalism compatible
with a causal account of linguisti.c behavior (Katz, 1964). Sophisticated
mentalism refers ultimately to the causal role of neuroLogical mechanisms
of which actual linguistj.c cornnunications are the obsenrable effects.
Although mentalist terminology cannot yet be given a read.y neurological
translation, the mentalist is not, by this fact, comnitted to any form of
dualism or non-physical causation. As Katz admits, there is nothing
incompatible with Bl-oornfield's proscriptions against mentalism in this (74).
The genuine issue, Katz conjectures, is over the legitimacy of appeal
to

hypothetical constructs in fashioning statements of linguistic description,
statements which, according to the latter-day mentalist, play a roLe in

7-

explai'ning various facts about 1-inguistic behavior.

We

are to understand

Bloornfield's opposition to mentalism as due to the obsenrational inaccessibility of the "electrochemical- evenEs going on" inside "a brain mechanism,, (77)
coupled

with Bloomfield's

to a strictly ernpiricist

adherence

methodology

which views "the rules and orderi-ng restrictions of a linguistic description

as simply convenient ficEions" (83)

:

rt is perhaps because, from the behaviorist viewpoint, this
obserrrational inaccessibility of the neural mechanism represents
the boundary of the subject matter of 1-inguistics, that iaxonornic
lingui-sts have denied that theoretical concepts in a linguistic
theory can have psychological reality (77).
this point of view, Bloonfieldrs objections reduce to an unwarranted
delirnitation of linguistics, of "excluding from linguistics, a priori and
Frour

- "BloomfielC criticized, not mentalism
in the contelt-porar_v sense of this
Eerm, but a highly theologized eonception..." (7 4)
I
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arbitrarily, just what is most important for this science to do"(84).
Provision of explanations in linguistj.cs requires reference to "the
mental events, capaci.ties, and processes of speakers" which underlie

"the facts of f.inguistic performance", i.e., llnguistlc behavior (75).1
Katzt criti.cisms raise a number of issues which will concern

us

throughout this work. But with respect to Bloomfield, several clarifications
must be

mrde. First, in attacking nentalism Bloonfield

with "occult entities" as Katz would have it.
is

made

of

how

was

not tilting

In particular, if

examination

the issue of mentalism is addressed throughout his writings,

rather than relying exclusively on the surmary remarks provided in his
rnajor work

of 1933, a very different purpose can be inferred.

By repeatedly

raising the spectre of mentalism, Bloomfield admonished against an all-tooconnon careless and
D

often unrecognized enployment of psychologistic

teleological terminology, a usage of which he hinself

had

and

not been sufficiently

?\
critical in his earl-ier book of L9I4.Amon${ris targets of crj-ticism in
Tq\
the many revi.ews of the 1920ts and 1930ts were not only linguists who gave

traditional teleological explanations of the origins of

speech forrns 3

O,ra

also linguists of the statule of Sapir and Jespersen, the former for asking
as t.o "the absolutely essential concepts in speech" 4, the latter for
remarking Ehat the loss of inflectional endings in English was due to their

no longer being needed for the expression of meanirrg.5 Bloonfield also took

One may note in this early paper of Katz the assumption of a close para11e1
between a grammar of a language and a rnodel of the speaker or hearer, an
assumption which Chonsky has been careful- to deny.

Bloomfield,
3

4
5

1914

a. Cf. "Preface" to his(f933) and (L927)

"Review

of llavers"

"Review

of Sapir"

"Review

of Jespersen's

(1934)

(1922 a)
LANGUAGE"

(L922b)
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issue with such staunch eropiricists as Carnap and Neurath, Bridgern:n,

and

I for using te:ms like "concept'r
r "lhing-word" and,,idea,,. But he
nas, as seen above, in slmpathy r{rith the physiealism propounded by Carnap
Pearson

andiNeurath, and welcomed their efforts to insure the meaningfulness of

sclentific statements.
Carnap and Neurath agree, then, with the Arnerican students in
saying the mentallstic phraseol_ogy, in so far as it is not nonsensical, is only a troublesorne duplicatlon of linguistic phraseo-

1osv. (rggo 2324)

The lesson which Bloomfield drew agaln and again was the general uselessness

of mentaListic te:minology and lts llke1y conrribution to obfuscation and
confusj.on. The employment of this connonsense vernacular in scientific

discourse, though perhaps only Lntended as a short cut via familiar

modes

of speech, in fact helped to create pseudoproblerns due to a scareely avoidable
tendency to hypostatize entities corresponding to the mentalist ter.ns. 2
Secondly, for Bloornfield, it was a serious misconception to think

that reference to bioLogi.cal

mechanisms

or psychological processes of

che

individual speaker - however hypothetically characterj-zed - is required to
account for (or "explain") language structure or the patterning of linguistic
foros or any of the various aspects of linguistic behavior. The linguistfs
description of a language was a description of a system of distinctive

linguisti.e

for:urs

-

for-ms

distinguished by an obser:r,rab1e increment or

difference of meaning as revealed j.n the speech habits or uses of
I
I

)

"Language

or ldeas"

language

(1936)

"It is the beLief of the present writer that ;he scientific description
of the universe...requires none of the rrentalistic terms, because the gaps
which these terms are intended to bridge exist only so long as language is
lef t out of account." (1939a:13) Cf . WeLls (1962: 708): "Inltrar Bloorufield
was unclearly driving at in his well-known attack on menta1isrn...
was chat propositions conneeting a \ray of speaking with a way of thinking are
not empirical but a priori proposltions, unless there ls some 1ogica11y
independent evidence for a given way of thinking other than the way of
talking itself. "
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in a given

speech conrmunity. For Bloornfield

it

was a kind

of category

mistake to aPPeal to genetic endowment or to developmental psychological
i

or biological

mechanisms as

significantly involved in the deter-mination of

linguistic structut". I Th. psychology of interest to the linguist
cognitive psychology but social

was not

psycholog'.y22

To the linguist who is interested in the inplications of his
loethod, no Psychology can be acceptabLe which tries to explain on
an individual basis phenomena which he knows to be historically

.

I

conditioned by the social group. (L927e2L74)
Practice shows that descriptive study involves the fu11 measure of
scientific generalization and classification; on1-y by a scientific
Process can one abstract from a series of actual speech utterances
the socially-deter-rnined features and their systemic patterning. (1927a-L79)
A personfs membership in a speech conrnunity is not nerely sonething that
is superadded to his existence as a biol-ogical unit. Human behavior is
entirely permeated by social factors. With the possible exception of
some physiological proeesses, the activities of a huuan individual
cannot be classified or predicted on the sole basis of biological
equipment, but depend very largely on the society in which he lives
and upon his place in this society. (1942 z 397)

The issue separating B1-oomfield and Katz

is not, therefore, the formerts

unwillingness to license hypothetical entities nor the latterts

more

uP-to-date Preoccupance with explanatory models and stress upon the rol-e

of theory in scientific practice.

The genuine issue between them concerns

Cf. Chomsky (L976 z L64): "...we can explain some property of attained
linguisti.c competence by showing thaE this property necessarily results
frorn the interplay of the geneticalJ-y-deter-mined language faculty,
specified by UG, and the person's (accidental) experience."

The socially-deternined character of language structure was a principalassumption of Bloomfield's early work of 1914 which was expressly based
on the psyehology of Wundt. E.g., "Such mental processes, then, as those
involved in the utterance of speech cannot find their explanation in the
individual, - he receives his speech habits from othels, - but must be

traced for explanation from individual to individual ad infinitun. They
are products of the mental action not of a single person, but of a conmunity
of individuals. These products, - not only language but also mvth, artr snrt
custom, - are Ehe data which make possible the second phase of psychology,
social psychology, (German, Vdlkerpsychol-ogie)." (1914a : 324)
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differing perspectives about the nature of

language

structure - as to

whether it is to be understood as primarj.ly attributable to underlying

biologicaL causal- processes. Bloonfield's antimentalism should thus
seen

in conjunction with

an unchanging

- admittedly polenical - of
belief that explanations of I-inguistic for-m be consistent lrith
and as an aspect

the fundamentall-y social character of
Adherence

premise

to

language.

mechanism meant, according t,o

Bloonfield, to adopt the

that a human organism is a causally-determined

system

just

as

the processes encountered in physics and chemistry, only of a very

complex

kind. Indeed, it is a1l but impossible to provide a conplete causal
for even the sinplest
mechanism

be

changes

account

in the state of a human body. But in principle

implies the truth of a deterministic theory of

it would be possible to predict

human

human behavior:

behavior with sufficient knowledge of

all the relevant variabl-es.
could foretell a personrs actions (for instance, whether a
certain stimulus will lead him to speak, and, if so, the exact
words he will utter), only if we knew the exact structure of his
body at the moment, or, what comes to the same thing, if we knew
the exact make-up of his organism aE some early stage - say at
birth or before - and then had a record of every ehange in that
organism, including every stimulus that had ever affected the
organism. (f933: 33)
We

Such

a view has standing only as a guiding or regulative ideal which

proscribes mentalist pseudo-explanations. The obvious practical impossibili-t1,'

of speci-fying the continuous history of a person from birth

means

that

the

investigator of language and linguistic behavior must resort to "indirect
methods

of approach" - observing the responses of individuals to carefully

controlled stimuli, observing

human responses

in the

mass

or

aggregate,

observing conventional actions varying from speech conmunity to speech
communiEy, and so

on. (f933:

37-8)

6A
/A

2.L.2 "Exclusion of semantics". It is \rith respect to these "indirect
methods of approach" to the study of language that Bloornfield's oft-cj.ted
fdefinition' of meaning should be viewed:
defined the meaning of a li.nguistic form as the situation
in which the speaker utters ig and the response it calls forth in
the hearer. (1933 : 139)

We have

This formulation, for all its behavioristj.c guise, should not, as is often
done, be taken as defi.nitive of Bloonfieldrs view of meaning. He hinself
used the term

with suffi.ciently wider latitude extending far

beyond the

confines of "situation of utterance " and "response ca11ed forth" and
elsewhere more forthcoming

.

D

was

in attenpting to tdefinet meaning, e.8.,

The term tmeaningr, which is used by all linguists, is necessarily
inclusive, since it must embrace all aspects of semiosis that may
be distinguished by a phil-osophi.cal or logical anal-ysis: relarion,
on various levels, of speech-for^ns to other speech-forms, relation
of speech-forms to non-verbal situations (objects, events, etc.),
and relations, again on various leveLs, to Ehe persons who are
participating in the act of cornmunicaEion. (1939 a : 18)

In fact, since a causal account of the occurrence of a particular utterance
would require a completed

scientific theory of nature, of which human

organisms are considered a

part, determining alL the actual condicions of

the

occasion ("situation") of an utterance is not a possible goal of investigation.

situations which prompt, people to utter speech, include
every object and happening in the universe. In order to give
a scj.entifically accurate definition of meaning for every form
of a language, we shoul-d have to have a scientifically accurat,e
knowledge of everything in the speakerrs world. The actual
extent of human knowledge is very smal1 compared to this. (1933: 139)
The

In

some

instances of meaning it is, however, currenEl-y possible to be

more

precise than in others, as in those aspects of experience of which we have

scientific knowledge. Here, Bloornfield again departs from speaking of

29

meaning

in terms of "situation of utterance" and "response called forth"

and invokes a notion

of reference, as determined by scientific theory.

i

We can defj.ne the meaning of a speech-form accurately when this
meaning has to do with some matter of which r{re possess scientific
knowledge. We can define the names of minerals, for example, in
terms of chemistry and mineralology as when we say that the ordinary
meaning of the English word salt is 'sodium chloride (NaCl)',... (ibid)
Some

cormentators (e.g., Julii,

advocatj.ng

but the

1983:25) have accordingly taken Bloomfield

as

"a restriction of 'meaningt to the traditional notion of treferencet"

example

clearly

shows

that BloornfieLd has here in nind a lirniting

It is. certainly problematic as to

how meaning

case.

specified in terms of referenee

is to be i.ncorporated within the wider view of the

meaning

of a linguistic

form cited above, and Bloomfield, to my knowledge, does not discuss the

nature of the relation between the two. It mav not be unwarranted to draw
analogies with what have more recently been called "causal theories" of
naming

or reference. A sinilar account might link the particular

chemical

ProPerties of sodium chloride with, say, physiological and chemj.cal processes

in

human

beings ('taste') and the social and cultural significance of these

processes. Ultimately, the chemical properties of sodium chloride night
connected

to the siEuation in which a speaker asks for the salt to be passed,

in

t,he standard exampl-e. Such an account can and must allow

of

nuance and

meani-ng

of saLt (i.e.,

whj-ch

for a great

elaboration. For example, it is very probably part of
sodium

contemPorary United States

habit

be

chloride)

among m:ny educated

deal

the

people in the

that the taste for salt is to a large degree a

exhibits mild properties of addiction, that very litt1e salr -

which is naturally present in a balanced diet - is required for health, and
that overuse of sal-t - an ingestion which in the past r^ras considered tnormal' has been linked

to diseases such as hypert,ension, chronic high blood pressure,

disease. Little, if any, of this tneaningr of salt was
available in Bloomfield's day, yet it perhaps gives an indication of
and heart

how'a social-ly acquired meaning, including the situations

salt is uttered (for

some

in

which

speakers), is in part expli.cable by reference

to results in physiological chemistry.
Bloomfield was careful- to stress that for nost linguistic forns
there was no precise definition of neaning available:
. -.but we have no precise way of definlng words like l_ove
oI h.!9: which concern situations that have nor been lGrately
classified - and these latter are in the great uajority. (1933:

Remarks such

of

meaning

as these have often been taken as indicating an exclusion

or senant,ics..from linguistic investigations. But in fact it

qtas a well-advised caution about
many

of

f39)

defining meaning which guides Bl-oomfieldrs

references to meaning. And, in the appeal to science for what definitio-

meani-ng

as could be made, Bloomfield comes very close to making the

point Quine exPresses by holding that a principled distinction
language and theory is not available. I Bloonfieldfs

same

between

reluctance to provide

definitions of

meaning and

his hesitance in speaking in general

terms

of anything more definite than the cormonplace that "the features of
situation and action which are comnon to al-l utterances of a speech-form
are the meaning of that speech-form" (which in its vagueness, Bloomfield
admits, "sets off a great

rnany problems"

(Ig43: 401)) have l_ed to

an

almost incredible di-stortion of his views in the writings of Katz 2,
Quine (1969c:308-rl).

E.g., Katz (1972: rxii) who speaks of "the Bloonfieldian exclusion
of semanticstt and notes: ttsince taxonomic grarnrnars do no more than
regroup and reclassify the speech sounds of uEterances, there is no
place for meaning in their description of the gramnatical structure
of uEterancesr and therefore, semantics must be thought of as outside
gramfirar." on "ta:ionomic granunarstt, see the discussion below.

?l

I

and Fodor ^ and
employment

others. In these rirritings there appears a classic

of the

ol-d

rhetorical device of characterizing

guarded statements

about a particular subject-matter as in principle declarations that nothing
more can be said about

the subject-matter. Pending changes in fashion or

statements to the contrary or scrutiny of the relevant texts, the attributions

enter the literature as historicallv

sound.

It will be instructive to consider briefl-y just what role

meaning and

reference to meaning occupy in Bloornfield's principle work in order to
see how

far off the mark is the mythology of which the corments of

and Fodor are

that

typical.

In phonology, for example, Bloomfield stressed

meaning was necessary

to establish

phonemic

identity, in particular,

in det,ertining whether trso speech-fo::ms were "the

t

Katz

same"

or "different".

As 1-ong as we pay no at,tention to meaningr w€ cannot decide
whether two utterances are "the same" or t'different'r...To
recogni.ze the distinctive features of a language, we must
leave the ground of pure phonetics and act as though science
had progressed far enough to j.dentify all the situations and
responses that make up the meaning of speech-forms. In the
case of our own language, we trust to our everyday knowledge
to te1l us whether speech-forms are "the same" or "different"...

(r933:

77)

The study of significant speech-sounds is phonology...
Phonology involves the consideration of meaning. The meaning
of speech-forms coul-d be scientifically defined only if all
branches of scj.ence including especialLy, psychology and
physiology, were close to perfection. Until that time, phonol-ogy
and, with it, all the semantic phase of language study, rests upon
an assumption, the fundamental assumption of linguistics; \re must
assume that in every speech corcrnunity some utterances are alike in
form and meaning...In order to recognize the distinctive features
of fo:ms in our own language, we need only dete:mi.ne which features
of sound are "different" for purposes of comnunieation.

In objectj-ng to a view which he attributes to Putnam, vj-z., that reference
of words like rwatert are establ-ished only wiEh respect Eo a
prior scj-entifie theory and not to psychological states of speakers of the
Ianguage, Fodor (19802 248) writes: "Bloomfield argues that, for all
practical purposes, you cantt do semanti.cs. The reason that you cantt is
t.hat to do semantics you have to be able to say, for example, whaE tsalt'
refers to. But what 'salt'refers to is NaCl, and thatfs a bit of chemistry,
not linguistics. "
and meaning

)z

...even a perfected knowledge of acoustics will not, by
itsel-f, give us the phonetic strueture of a language. We
sha11 always have to know which of the gross acoustic features
i ;r!€' by virtue of meanings, "the same", and which "different"
for the speakers. Ttre only guide to this is the speakerrs
situation and the hearer's response. Any description which
fails to dlscriminate the distinctive features from the nondistinctlve. can tel-l us litt1e or nothlne about the structure
of a language. (128, added emphasis

It is important to remember, Eh9,/ptactical phonetics and phonol-ogy
presuppose a knowledge of mdanings: without this knowledge we could
not asceltain the phonemis features. (137-8)

,\,,n
.^r!
.-v/- , )€o1far from excluding seuantics from grammar (outside of phonology) ,
):
Bloomfield explicitly subsumed granrmar under the more general- heading of
''
semantics:

the phonology ..gf a language has been est,ablished, there
remains the task of telling what meanings are attached to the
several phonetic fo:ms. This phase of description is semantics.
IE is ordinarily divided into two parts, gramuar and lexicon. (138)

Wtren

The

significance as well as the possibility of a descriptive linguistics

rested upon the unverifiable assumption that each linguistic form had

a

definite meaning, a meaning different from that of any other linguistic
form in the same language. Linguistic description is simply description

of distinctive f-inguistic forms, forms which, on grounds of meaning, can
be distinguished as "different" from other forms. Description without

regard to meaning nakes no sense at all.

that each l-inguistic form has a constant and definite
different from the meani.ng of any other linguistic form
in the same language. We have seen that. this assumption cannot
be verified,...In the rough, however, our assumption is justified
by the mere fact that speakers co-operate in a very refined way
by means of language-signa1s. In describing a language, we are

We assume

meaning,

Cf. an earlier formulation in (19f4b : 6l): "The first task of the
linguistic investigator is the analysis of a language into distinctive
sounds, their vari.ations, and the like. trftren he has eornpleted this,
he turns to the analysis of the semantic structure, - to what we call
the morphology and synt.ax of the language, its grarunatical system."

3l

and Fodor

I

' and others. In these writings there appears a classic
of the old rhetorical device of characterizing

employment

guarded statements

about a particular subject-matter as in principLe decl-arations that nothing
more can be sai.d about

the subject-mrtter. Pending changes in fashion or

statements to the contrary or scrutiny of the relevant texts, the attributions

enter the literature as historicallv

sound.

It will be instructive to consider briefly just what role

meaning and

reference to meani-ng occupy in Bloomfield's principle work in order to
see how

far off the rnark is the rrythology of which the

and Fodor are

typical.

of

Katz

In phonology, for example, Bloomfield stressed

Ehat meaning was necessary

to establ-ish

phonemic

identity, in particular,

in detemining whether two speech-forms were "the

t

cornments

same"

or "different".

As long as we pay no attention to meaningr we cannot decide
whether two utterances are ttthe samett or ttdifferenttt...To
recognize the distinctive features of a language, \^re must
leave the ground of pure phonetics and act as though science
had progressed far enough to identify all the situations and
responses that rnake up the meaning of speech-forms. In the
case of our own language, we trust to our everyday knowledge
to tell us whether sDeech-forms are "the same" or "different"...
(1933

|

77)

The study of significant speech-sounds is phonology...
Phonology involves the consideration of meaning. The meaning
of speech-forms could be scientifically defined only if all
branches of sclence including especially, psychology and
physiology, rrere close to perfection. Until that time, phonology
and, with it, all the semantic phase of language study, rests upon
an assumption, the fundamental assr:mption of linguistics; we must
assume that in every speech conrnunity some utterances are alike in
form and meaning...In order to recognize the distinctj.ve features
of forms in our own language, we need only dete:mine which features
of sound are "different" for purposes of comnunication.

In objecting to a view which he attributes to Putnam, viz., that reference
of words like twatert are established only with respect ro a
prior scientific theory and not to psychological states of speakers of the
language, Fodor (1980: 248) writes: "Bloomfiel-d argues that, for all
pract,ical purposes, you can't do semant,ics. The reason that, you can't j.s
that to do semantics you have to be able to say, for example, what tsalt'
refers to. But what tsaltt refers to is NaCl, and thatts a bit of chemistry,
not linsui.stics. "
and meaning

JZ

...even a perfected knowledge of acoustlcs will not, by
itself, give us the phonetic structure of a language. We
shall- always have to know which of the gross acoustic features
are, by virtue of meani.ngs, "the same", and which "different"
for the speakers. Ttre only guide to this is the speakerfs
situation and the hearer's response. Any description which
falls to dlscriminate the dlstiTrctive features from the nondistinctlve, can tel1 us little or nothing about the structure
of a language. (128, added enphasis)

It is important to

I

'
/

,t''

renember, the)?ractical phonetics and phonology
presuppose a knowledge of ndanings: without this knowledge we could
not ascertain the phonemic features. (137-8)

-)So4far
):

from excluding semrntics from granrnar (outside of phonology),

Blo-omfiel-d

explicitly

subsumed grarmar under

the more general heading of

semantics:

the phonology .ef a language has been established, there
rernains the task of telling what meanings are attached to the
several phonetic forms. This phase of description is semantics.
rE is ordinarily divided into two parts, gramnar ana rexi.con. (i:g)

When

The

significance as well as the possibility of a descriptive linguistics

rested upon the unverifiable assumption that each linguistic form had

a

definite meaning, a meaning different from that of any other linguistic
forrn in the same language. Linguistic description is simply description

of distinctive l-inguistic fo:ms, forms which, on

grounds

of meaning, can

be distinguished as "different" from other fo:ms. Description without

regard to meaning makes no sense at all.

that each linguistic form has a constant and definite
different from the meaning of any other li.nguistic form
in the same language. We have seen that this assumption cannot
be verifiedr...In the rough, however, our assumption is justified
by the mere fact that speakers co-operate in a very refined way
by means of language-signals. In describing a language, we are

We assume

meaning,

Cf. an earlier formularion in (19f4b:61): "The first task of rhe
linguistic investigator is the analysis of a language into distinctive
sounds, their variat.ions, and the like. trftren he has completed chis,
he turns Eo the analysis of che semantic struct,urer - to what we call
the rnorphology and synEax of the language, i.Es grarunatical system."

'prinarily concerned with the working of this co-operation
at any one time in any one cofimunity, and not with its success
and failures or with its changes in the eourse of history.
Accordingly, the descrlptive phase of linguistlcs consists in
a somewhat rigid analysis of speech-fo:ms, on the assumption
that these speech-fo:ms have constant and definite neanings. (158)
In language, forns cannot be separated from their meanings. It
would be uninteresting and perhaps not very profitable to study
the mere sound of a language without any consideration of meaning...
In studying a language, we can single out the relevant features
of sound only if we know the neaning. Ttris appears prainly when
one confronts an unfamiliar language...It is only the differences
of meaning which decide that most of the lnevitable variations of
sound are irrelevant and only certain ones play a part Ln coumunication. In short, the significant sequences of sound (the phonenes)
of a language are, of course, those which involve a difference of
meaning. (1943: 401-2)
Far from advocating the construction or feasibility of gramnars through the
exclusion of semantics, it ls, to the contralT, textually accurate to say

that Bloonfield throughout his career based grannnr and descriptive linguistics
in general on semantics. But semantics, pace the difficulties involved in
\-4
.\r'
trying to state meanings, was understood as differential meaning, the distinctive
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meaning increment

or contribution of each linguistic foru.

relaEion of

form Eo meaning should not, therefore, be considered as a relagion of
assigned correspondence, such as might be given in an explicitly formulated
semantical met,alanguage.
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it can be
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this latter condition

\'}l,

T'he

det.ermined

to

have meaning,

does

i.e., to be distinctive. I

not require that the linguist be

abLe

Cruciallv,

to state or

define meaning, a project Bloonfield saw as fraught with a priorist and
-('
pr-c[Lr-u*+-U' ' [^** '*
L...*o
ad hoc assumpEions, assumpti-ons which.a,rf no less @iltgEhis project the construction of a semanti.c theory.

It suffices for

form as distinctive, whether

of the language trecognizet a
it is ttthe samett or ttdifferenttt from some

previously identif ied form.

Otherr,rise

linguist to determine

the

whr Eher speakers

put,

meaning

is required to

det,ermine

Another way of putting this is to say that language has no external
metalanguage to designate its elements; see Chapter 5 $ I below.

').

/,

which fo:ms are repetitions. Precisely this problem - that of determining

repetition - and the
make

assumed

nature of form and meaning relatj-ons which

this problem significant, establishes the theoretical, not nerely

methodological importance of operat,ional tests like Harris' paired utterance

test - and of the requirement that
I

granilnat,ical transfo:mat,ions be paraphrastic

or information presenring (in a sense specified below in Chapters 5 and 6).
2.2

tAutononry

of formt.

Bloomfiel-dts views on the rel-ation of form and meaning

are, as Hockett has recognized (1968:19), the very opposite of a doctrine of
autonomy of linguistic form, of a tformal syntaxt and an tlnterpretive
semanticsr. Yet

Chomslcy, and many

ihat the doctrine of
linguistics.

I

auionomy

writers following

of form

was

a fundamental tenet of structural

Given Bloomfield's central position

and seemingly consistent

Chornsky, have clained

in structural linguistics,

with his al-leged antipathy to meaning, the aut,onomy

doctrine is often attributed to him, as well as to fJ.gures such as Harris
and

Bloch. For example,
Structural analysis studies language as an abstraction. The outeome
is a conception of the subject natter as a self-contained, independent
system of forms that can presumably be described without explicit
appeal to speakers, Listeners, and their contrnon environments. (Julii,
1983: 40-1)

(Harris)

accepEed Bloornfield's general positj.on on the definition of
meaning and Ehe relatlons between forur and meaning but denied that
neaning could be used as anything tnore than an heuristic device in
exact linguistic meLhodology. . .The independence and methodological
priority of form over meaning is clearly affirmed. This assumption,
that form is independent, may be regarded as one of the central
conceptions of modern linguistic theory, and, ...it continues to be
vigorously defended by such scholars as Chomsky... (Maclay, 1971 : 163)

inherits and maintains from his structuralist upbringing the
conviction that syntax can and should be studied independently of
semant,ics; that form is Eo be characterized independently of meaning.
(Searle. L972: 15)
Chomsky

Harris (195laz 32).

See

the discussion in Chapter 3 below.
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He (Chornsky) followed the structuralists in naintaining that
phonology and syntax should be described as a purely formal system
without reference to meaning or senantics. (Bornstein, L9752L78)

'Superficially, the relationship between syntax and semantics seems
quite straightfonrard in Syntactic Structures and can be captured
by the following quote: Ef tirink that rre are foreed to conclude
that granoar is autonomous and independent of meaning...(p.17)"
The independence of graurnar and meaning is stressed so many times
in that book that nany commentators have assumed that he sirnply
took over the position of Harris and Bloch, an assumption often
going hand-in-hand with the implication that this demonstrates
that he had not really broken complecely from structuralisur.
(Newneyer, 1980: 31)

I am going to side with those (1ike Harris and Chomsky) who maintain
that the grarmatical- structure of a language can be specified without
first having setti-ed any senantic questions. (A1ston, L962:712)
As we

shall see in Chapter 3,from its inception generative gramnar

has

a doctrine of f6:ma1ism, that the theory of linguistic form is
characterizabl-e independently of questions of meaning. 1 Chor"ky apparently
promoted

saw

- mist,akenly

we

a strong conrmitment

shall argue - in the procedures of distributional analysis
to a principle of this kind, a comrnitment which could

be represented as advocating the developmenE of "mechanical discovery procedures"

for gramnars (see S2.4 below).
of the doctrine of

autonomy

He has

in fact directly traced the

of form to structural linguistics

and

pedigree

his opinions

on this topic have usually been taken as authoritative.
A central idea of much of structural linguistics was that the
forrnal devices of language should be studied independently of their
use. The earliest work in transformational-generative grarnrnar took
over a version of this thesis, as a working hypothesis. I think it
has been a fruitful hypothesis. It seems that grarnmars contain a
substructure of perfeetly formaL ruLes operating on phrase-markers
in narrowly circr:mscribed \rays. Not only are these rules independent
of meaning or sound in their functj.on, but it rnay also be that the
choice of these devices by the language learner (i.e., the choice
of grammar on the basis of data) may be independent, to a significant
avr.nl- ^€ conditions of meaning and use. If we could specify the
v.!Ee^rE

t

v!

See Chornsky (1975b) for a comparison of "varying degrees
autonomy of formal gramnartt.

of a "thesis of

of strength"
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extent precisely, the worki.ng hypothesis would become a true
empirical hypothesis. Such an effort, may be premature. IE does,
however, seem noteltorthy that the extensive studies of meaning
' and use that, have been undertaken in recent years have not...
given any serious indication that questions of meaning and use
are j.nvolved in the functioning or choice of gramars in ways
beyond those considered ln the earliest speculations about these

m'tters, say in

We

shall

Chonsky

examine these

(1957).

(Chorasky, L9692 198-9)

"earliest speculat,lons" in Chapter 3. For

our

present purPoses, we note that the thesis of the autonorry of forr, here

attributed to structural linguistics, has in Large measure dete:mined
conception of a granrrnr as a system of ttcomponentstt -

the

ttsyntactictt,

"semantic", "phonological", etc. - and of the relations between these

(i.e.,

mappings among the various

levels of "representation"). Indeed,

more recentl-y, Ehe componential view

of gr:nrmrrs has been seen as only

an instance of a wider ranging theory of "mind" as "modular" in structure,
D

incorporating "perceptual knowledge" and "conc€ptuaL knowLedge"

interacting in various ways with

each other and

"subcomponents

with the granmatical

module

(Lightfoot (i982: Chapt. 3); Fodor (1983)). Close paral1e1-s with the theory

of formal languages and for:nal
subsequent conception

.

of a

systems have

granrnar has been

not been overlooked and the
widely taken to be definitive:

A basic assumpEion in the view introduced by Chonsky is that
an essential part of any human language is an abstract forma.l
system, largely unconscious (sic), which specifies the internal
structure of a sentence at various levels of analysis and defines
classes of grarrnatical constructions. To an extent to be determined,
this abstract formal system, characterlzable by recursive sets of
rules is independent of sound, meaning, and use. One of Chomskyrs
main contributions to linguistics as a science is that he offered

means to characterize the abstract formal properties of a sentence
in a syntactic structure' which is generable by a recursive set of
phrase structure rules and transformations. (Dougherty, I975-. 178)

a
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central task of syntax is to give a finite descri.ption of
the i.nfinite set of senLences of a given natural language. Ttre
basic obsewatlon underlying the acceptance of this task as
. central is that the native speaker of a language can produce
and understand senlences he has never produced or encountered
before, that there is in principle no upper bound on the length
of sentences, and that the brain is finite. Ttre forn of a solution
to this task, agreed on by linguists and phil_osophers alike, is to
specify the finite set of lexical items of the language and a finiEe
set of syntactic rules which, taken together, generata the infinite
set of sentences. (partee, L979 : L96)
The

Chornskyrs

attribution of a doctrine of

autonomy

of form to structural

linguistics stems in part from the widespread misperception or misunderstandi.ns
of Bloomfield's views about the role of meaning in f-inguistic analysls and
of the relation of form and meaning in

granrmar, and

in part from certain

statements of several post-Bloomfieldian l-inguists who were, however,

usually careful to point to the divergence with Bloonfieldts

own

position

(see the remarks of Hockett cited below). The tendency to see in the explicit

formulation of distributional procedures an advocacy of a doctrine of the
independence of form and meaning (thus leading to Chomsky's appelation

of these as "mechanical discovery procedures") confuses the expressly stated
purpose of these fornal procedures. As we shall see presently, formal
(distributional) procedures as developed by Harris, Bloch and others, were
not intended to 'discovert grammatical structure. Instead, the considerable
effort devoted to making these procedures fu11y explicit sought to provide
a means of justifying graunatical statements arrived at by whatever 'shortcutErr
including 'appeal to meaning' and even intuitive criteria. It is simply
incorrect to see in rigorously formulated distributional procedures a version

or incipient expression of the doetrine of

autonomy

of linguistic form.

For

distributionalism, as for the continental t.radition of structural linguistics
stemnlng from Saussure and represented

in the United States perhaps

most

)

Jd

Prominently by Jakobson, grarrmatical fom is not autonomous with respect

to meaning, it indicates or signals meaning. I Bloorfield, again,
particul-arly adamant on this point:

\ras

i

Ttre grarrmatical for:ms are no exception to the necessalT
principle - strictly speakingr rr€ should call it an assraption that a language can convey only such meanings as are attached to
some fo::mal features: the speakers can signal only by means of
signals. (1933: 168)
The

origins of the doctrine of the

somehow

autonomy

of linguistic form, of a syntax

specified independently of meaning, do not lie in structural or

distributional f.inguistics, in the writings of
or Harris.

The

Saussure

or Sapir or Bloonfield

attributi.on of this doctrine to structural linguistics is yet

plausible if indeed the goal of structural theorizing can be construed as
proposing "mechanical discovery procedures" for gramrars. We turn our attention

to this issue in $ 2.4 below.
2.3 'Post-Bloomfieldians

|.

approach was esPoused by

That a wholesale texclusion of meaningt

all or nearly all the central figures active

in structural or deseripti.r" 2 lrrrguistics in the irmrediate post-war period
has become a

central dogrra of what

passes as

intradisciplinary history

in American f-inguistics. As briefly indicated above, this conception

has

played an important role in the subsequent devel-opment of linguistic theorizing

in generative granmar. Thus, distributionalism, as practiced by those considereo
Eo be

followers of Bloomfield,

seemed

conpatible with a rigid formalism,

a view that linguistic analysis could and should be performed as a schedule

of procedures applied to a corpus, without regard to

meaning and even as

- For Saussure, see especially Godel (1957) on the problem of identiry
of linguistic elements, 136 tt. Also valuable are Godel (1965) and
Engler (1974). For Jakobson, see e.g., (1952)
t On the relation of these
filo terms pee Hymes and Fought (1981: 8-i0).
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eliminating the f.inguist or theorist altogether. 1 * in the case of
Bloomfield, we find that this view does not w'ithstand scrutiny.

Such

opirrions ldere never, e.8., maintained by Harris, perhaps the major figure

of this period, who presented the most rigorous
distributional- procedures (1951a).

We

and

articulated survey of

will not attempt to trace a1l- of

the details of the failure to understand the relation between distributional
procedures and meaning. Instead, we

will focus briefly on the role of formal

procedures as attested by Harrj.s and on a retrospective look

at this period

by Hockett, another central figure, which il-lust,rates just how little
was Harris

:

shared

I understanding of distributionalism.

For Harrisr iust as'distributional procedures rather than some absolute

scale of shortest sounds, or most frequent sounds,ior sounds with certain

articulatory or acoustic propert,iesAwere used to ldentify the

phonemes of

a language, so also distribution rather than meaning was the determinative
criterion in setting up the rorpheres. 2 Some influent,ial writers (e.g.,
Putnam, 1961) have seen
language

in Harris' procedure yielding the

morphemes

of

a

without any reference to meaning or inforuant response an intent

to provide a "uniform discovery procedure" for

language structure.3 Hor".r"r,

purnam (1961 294).

Harris (f95la), Chapter 12.
this procedure successively compares phonemic stretches of
a test utterance with many other utterances which have the same initial
phoneme, then t,he same first two lnitial- phonemes and so on. If a
sufficiently large number of uEterances are cornpared in this way, a
morphemic boundary may be tentatively imposed after the nth phoneme
in the test uEterance just in case the number of phonemes which foll-ow
the first n phonemes in the associated utterances is greater than the
number which follow the first n*l phonemes or the first n-l phonemes.
Roughly
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even

in this early work, Harris is careful to point to the insufficiency

of a purely forrnal procedure for
many

morphemic segmentation

facts about these utterances, correlations

and phenomena

as "it leaves unstated

between these utterances,

not deseribed by current descriptive linguistics" (136),and,

in a lengthy appendix Harris indicates that the goal in forrnulating
distributional regularities is to establish "elements which will correlate
with meanings" (188) r and provides detailed exarnples of the sorts of
considerations he has in rnind.l

- To take only one example, Harris (193-4) raises the problem that
g1-'
as in sli.de, sliury, g1ide, gleam have a seeming morphemic status
"!- there is a "partial similarity in meaning
, in that
among the words beginning
with s1-, gl- respectively"; however, "no adequate distributional basis
can be found for supporting this segmentation." T'he problem with relying
upon a cortrnon meaning criterion, of course, is that it. does not provide
any reliable basis for deciding, e.g., in the case of the g!- words,
which have the common meaning and which do not. Are gliruner, gloss, glory
gloom, glad, globe, gladiator to be included in this set ? Despite the
vagueness of the corlrDon meaning criterion and the inability of distributional
analysis to provide a formal basis for the morphemic status of g].-,
"t- ,
the linguist cannot, ignore this fact about meaning in his characterization
of English.
I

)

DifficulE as it may be to argue for morphemic status for
sequences like g!- , it i.s also unsatisfactory to leave
unstated the fact that so many sequences beginning with g!have partial sinilarity in meaning. The soluti.on is not,
of course, to cast a deciding vote one way or the other,
but to relate this situat,ion, precisely as it is, to the
other facts about the language. The sequenee g1- is not
a distributionally separable element; therefore it is not
a morpheme in the definition which applied to -er, -9eive,
9E-r Yes. But 91- exhibits, in many morphemes, a correlation
of meaning and phonemi.c form, of a Eype which is also true of
most of the distributionall-y separable rnorphernes as a whole.
At some point in our organi_zation of the linguistic data, €.g.,
at, the point where we say that most or all of the morphemes
have assignable meaning, or at the beginnings of the gI-, !lentries in the dictionaryr w€ would state that very many of
Ehe morphemes beginning with g1- (. . . ) have some reference to
light, etc., and so for the ot,her sets.

r"+

I

l

.*".;iL.{.*,'\t'*s

A few years later in *_+asTpapet devoted entirely to discussion
4

of theoretical

and methodological issues,

Harris returned t.o the topic

i

of the insufficiency of purely formal distributional criteria in

the

characterization of language structure.

Distribution suffices to determine the phonemes and morphemes,
and to state a grannar in terras of these. However, bot,h (a)
in determining the elements and (b) in stating the relations
between them, it turns out that ltre. dfs-tributional structure
.d_o_gs*.ng-t€ive.. ideal..cove,rage. It must either leave many details
unsaid, or else become extremely complicated. (L9542 784)
What

the linguist seeks in investigating distributional regularit,ies are

"interesting dj-stribut.ional relations which te11 us something about the
occurrence

of elements

and which

correlate with

some aspect

(785). Since distributi-onal differences could in

of

meaning"

many cases be seen to

correlate with difference in meaning, the prospect \ras raised of actually
giving meaning, or particul-ar aspect,s of meaning, a formal description:

"In certain important. cases it will
asPects
By the

of

meaning as functions

fact that, distributional

of

even prove possibl-e
measurable

to state certain

distributional relations" (ibid).

methods gave a precise content

to the elements

distinguished in a granmar, they also provided a needed check upon statements

of language structure.

Thus

in requiring that structural statements

be

specified in distributional terms, the intent was to insure the objectivity

of che final result, but this requj-rement, in itself,
how

does

not prescribe

results are to be obtained.
out, iL frequently happens that
e:glanarion that something is due ro
t,haE it has a formal regularity or'explanation'.
-gg1n*ing, we discover
It may sti1l be tdue to meaningt in one sense, but it accords with a
As Leonard Bloomfield pointed

wben_lre_do__nq_r_fe=gr,!r:!-b rhe_

distriburional regulariry.

(785)

4Z

interest in formal procedures and formal statement, as evidenced in
these remarks as well as meny others, is thus not at all "to elininate

The

the theorist altogether" in the attenpt to construct correct granrnrrs of

a

language, but rather to obtain objectively ascertainable statements of

distributional regularities which, moreover, \rere "interesting" in that
they provided a structural anal-ysis, in part at least, of meaning. I y"a
because

Harris stressed that the deterrining criteria of any analysis

always be

distributi.onal, he has

of having "cast out meaning
aLtoget.her" or, as having "proposed, as a theoretlcal- possibility, the
been accused

total exclusion of the use of neaning ln analysis" (Fries,
There were rpost-Bloomfieldianr

of

linguists

who

1961

| ZL2,

ZL6).

did wrlte that the

or semantics lay outside of linguistics proper, const,ituting
a province where sociologists or perhaps ant,hropologists could find productive
domain

l

meaning

employment- In an influential paper of 1950, Martin Joos gave a characterist-

ica1ly sharp formulatj.on to this ideal:
Physicists describe speech with cont,inuous mathematics, such as
Fourier analysis or the autocorrelati.on function. Linguists
describe language instead, using a discontinuous or discrete
mathematics called tlinguistlcsr.
It treat.s speech conrnunication
as having a telegraphic structure....The telegraphic code structure
of language is examined from top to bottom, and at each of its
several levels of complexity (conpared to the two levels of Morse
code) its structure is shown to be defined by possibilities and
impossibilities of combination among units of this kind. Above
the highest level we find, instead of such absolute restrictions,
conditional probabilities of occurrence: this is the semantic fie1d,
outside linguistics, where sociologists can work. (349)
It is easy, with hindsight, to see in such corrnents the kind of enEhusiastic
overstalement typically lssued by a burgeoning and confident youthful discipline

intent on ca::'"ring the sharpest possible demarcat,ion with what it sees as the
hidebound approaches of the past. Certainly, the confidence was nisplaced in
1

to Chapters 5 and 6 below a discussion of the correlation of
distributional structure and meaninq.

I{e defer
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light of the events of the next several

decades

in

American

linguistics,

although the rhetoric seems raild indeed as contrasted with that issued

by the subsequent generation of linguists.

the lexclusion of meaningt

But it must be obserrred that

program was never championed by those

linguists

schooled in or preoccupied by (or, in the case of Harris, in fraternity with)

the anthropological tradition of the study of the relation of language and
culture in the nanner which Boas and his student Sapir had pioneered. I

,\
Hockett (1968) has retrospectively surmarized how "we post-rloornfiel{Lin
descriptivists of the 1940's nere dissatisfied with several aspects of
Bloomfieldrs portrayal- of language". He continues, "we believed that our
views were derived at bottom from his, that rre were clarifying confusing

details in his views by applylng procedures
had taught

and ways

of thlnking that

he

us." In fact, Hockett adrnits, "our views actually differed

from his in (an) important respectr':

'..Bloornfield had repeatedly insisted that the discussion of
is beset with difficulties; from this he himself had inferred,
not that scientific linguistics is impossible, but merely that our
characterization of a language should always start, from form rather
than from meaning. The approach vla meaning held too much danger of
introducing irrelevant philosophical apriorisms, or of inposing on one
language semantic categories aetually only relevant for some other.
During the 1940's some of us suspected that it might be possible to
determine the forms of a language, and all the patterns by which
they combine into larger forms, without any reference to meaning at
all. some decided that this was not only possibl"e, but indeed, the
only rigorous procedure, even lf occasional resort to meaning night
be a useful- practical- shortcut (A footnote identifies Harris (l95Ia)
as a notabLe source of the rshortcutt view - TR)....We also considerablv
shifted the meaning of the tenn tgraumart. We came to think of tgrarrnart
largely as the Patterns by which meaningful forms (not mere phonemes)
combine or arrange into J.arger forms - an autonomous set of patterns,
unrelated to meaninBr or at least susceptiSTG-ana-lysis and description
as rhough ir had norhing ro do with meaning. (24_S)
meaning

on the "anthropological tradition" in American linguistics, see Hymes and
Fought (1981) passirn and e.g., 7L: "...meaning \{as consistently important
in the line of fieldwork from Boas and sapir to Newman, swadesh, and
voegelin, and...the outstanding field workers in the post-war period,
Swadesh and Pike' \tere particularly prominent in opposition to t,he tendency
to neglect meani-ng."
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rn this

passage

it is clearly stated by one of the main participants

in theoretical discussions of the period that the view of
or granrmar as t'an autonomous set of patterns unrelated to
at least suscePtible to analysis

l-anguage structure
meaning or

and description as though

it

had nothing

to do with meaning" originated not with Bloonfield but with some of his
followers (who here remain unnamed) apparently concerned to make Bloomfieldrs
views more rigorous. Ihe_lgtribqtion of this doctrine to l{arris is

characteristically

made

but, as indicated above, is without foundation

(see also S 2.4 below).

rt is perhaps not

accidental Ehat the proscription of

meaning

from graunar by certain 'r'post-Bloomf ieldian descriptivists I coincides

with Quinets attack on meani.ng as expressed in the essays collected in
Quine (1953) and especially in "The Problen of Meaning in Linguistics"
delivered as a Lecture to an audience of linguists at Ann Arbor in

In this

Paper (see Chapter

3 $2)

Quine

1951.

offers a novel characterization

of the gramnarian's task - that of accounti.ng for the infinitely

many

well-formed sequences of phonemes of a language - and a novel approach

to a solution - to devise a recursive description of just this class of
"significant" sequences. And Quine (1960) late{specifies that the grarunari.an
is describing a

I

language which

is "previously unstudied" and is

knor^m

only

the graunarian through his field work, a Gedankenexperimen! which is
intended to lend credence to Quinets contention that consid.erations of
Eo

meaning play no

role in demarcating the class K of significant

sequences.

particular influence of this essay on Chomskyts first major formulation
of generative grammar is discussed further in Chapter 3. For the nomeng,
The

our Purpose is simply to call attention to a coalescence of currents t:rat

ta.ru t"a to a revival in generative gramnar of

of

grarnmar

a

traditional

conception

as a theory of f orm-meaning pairings. I

,.0

di".
r""" . Undoubtedly the most Lnfluential
,"M""h".i""l
source of many current views of structural and descriptive linguistics is
in Syntactlc Structures (1957) against what he termed
"mechanical discovery procedures". Ttrere, in a celebrated discussion of

Chornsky's argument

the goals of linguistic theory,

Harris' Bloch, Hockett,

Chomsky

attributed to linguists such as

and Wel1s the vlew

that the ain of structuralist

theorizing \ras the construction of analytlc procedures by

means

of

which

a granmar could be practically derived fron the raw data of speech. In
conErast, chomsky argued that the goals of linguistic theory be set
rno higherr than the fonnulation

of an evaluation procedure for

choosing

alcernative grannars. We reproduee[tris
'
discussion in fu1l, omit,ting
\
only the.familiar tblack-box' input-output representations of the various
between

l

alternatives proposed.
The strongest requirement
between a t,heory of linguistic
that the theory must provide a

that could be placed on the relation
structure and particular grarrnars is
practical and mechanical- nethod for
actually constructing the grarmar, given a corpus of utterances. Let
us say that such a theory provides us with a discovery procedure for
grannars.

A weaker requirement would be that the theory must provide a
Practical and mechanical method for determining whether or not a
grammar proposed for a given corpus is, in fact, the best grarnnar
of the language from which this corpus is drawn. Such a theory,
which is not concerned with the question of how this granrnar was
constructed, might be said to provide a decision procedure for grarrnars.
An even weaker requirement would be that given a corpus and
given two proposed grarmnars G., and G' the theory must te1l us which
is the better gramnar of the languag€ from which the corpus is drawn.
In this case we night say that the theory provides an evaluation
procedure for grarmars.
See Chomskyrs laudatory rer"arks on Jespersents version (L924) of this
view of a grantrtrar in his (1975b), and contrast Bloomfleld's corment in
his review of this work (1927b:142): "In the srudy of linguistic forms,
therefore, I should not appeal, as Jespersen sometiqes 4o9"' to meaning
as if it were separable fibm f6rm..." See Chapters 3 and 4 below.
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...The poi-nt of view adopted here is that it is unreasonable
to demand of linguistic theory that it provide anything more
than a practical evaluation procedure for grarmars. that is,
we adopt the weakest of the three positions described above.
r As I interpret most of Ehe more 9E1efu1 proposaLs for the
development of linguistic theory)-' they attempt to meet the
strongest of these three requirements. That is' they aLtempt
to state methods of analysis that an investigator night actually
use, if he had the time, to construct a granmar ofalanguage
directly from the raw dat,a. I think it is very questionable
that this goal is attainable in any interesting way, and I suspect
that any attempt to meet it will lead into a l|naze of more and
more elaborate and complex analytic procedures that will fail
to provide answers for many important questions about the nature
of linguistic st,ructure. (50-53)

In footnote 3 Chomsky writes that "discovery procedures are the explicit
goal" of Bloch (1948),

Chomsky

(1953), Harris (1951a) and (1955), Hocket,t

(1952a)and (L947), Wells. (L947) "and many other worksrr.
The charge

scope

of forbidding complexity

ironicall-y

echoes

and unreasonable

liniLation of

Harris' earlier remarks (cited above) on

insufficiency of a purely distributional struct,ure.

No

the

actual mechanical

discovery procedure, here or elsewhere, is presented and demonstrated to
be inadequate; not surprisingly, because no such procedures had
formulated in structural linguistics.

been

This discussion of goals,

entirely at the level of linguistic metatheory, is in fact
much abbreviated argument for a new approach to the justification of
conducted

gramnars

in terms of an explicit theory of

language

a

structure - a metagranmar -

incorporating a forrnal algorithm to evaluate and rank grarunars according
^ri

v tCw

:t;

to pli-ef,y defined notions of sinplicity.

I

'

The subsequent discussion of

simplicity as a criterion for evaluating granmars (54-5) is

extremely

sketchy; however, this is a central issue in t.he much larger work from

I S.. rhe discussion of

Chomsky

(I955a) in Chapcer 3 $3 below.

which Syntactic Structures \ras, in part., t'ar informal outline" (Chonsky,I975a:

3). By translating "distributional analysis" into "mechanieal discovery
procedures" Chomsky imputes that the relevant criterion of adequacy for

distributionalism is formulable as the development of a set of analytic
procedures which would autornetically

of a language. But were

yield a unique or opt.iunl

"mechanical- discovery procedures"

grarmar

the "explicit goal"

of structural linguistics as represented in the rrritings of llarris,
Hockett, and
adequacy

Wells? 0r, i.n arguing for a nelr approach to deterrining

the

of graumars, has Chonsky created a convenient strarr nan to aid in

re-orientation of the metatheory of
:

B1och,

Our exami.nation

the

granrmar?

of these well-known remarks of

Chomskv must

first

be

precise about what is clained in the attribution of such a goal to

word "practi.cal" must be singled out.
is not siropl-y saying that tin principlet or tin theoryt procedures

scructural li.nguistics.
Chornsky

The key

of this kind might be possible; rather the claim is that the efforts of
the purport,ed adherents of this position are explicitly directed toward
formulating such procedures for actual use. Thus Harris, Bloch, Hockett
and Wel1s are charged

with seeking formal anal-ytic procedures which cou1d,

in a mechanical and step-by-step fashion, be practically applied to a corpus
consi.sting of the raw data of speech (given, sdy, in a phonetic representation)

to "discover" the correct

gramnar

of the

(presumably) representative sample, and

or i.nt.uiEive

hunches

or

of which the corpus is

all without any knowledge of

even wit.hout any

of the linguisti-c investigator.

language

a

roeaning

active intervention on the part

qt'

:J
l

Note first of all that such a methodology follows directly frorn
: :
'I> a doctrine of the autonomy of form which Chonsky, mistakenl-y we believe,
i\i

attributes to structural linguistics in general. We rnay also note that
).t
r Chomsky does not narne Bloomfield as envisaging or propoundlng "mechanical
/
discovery procedures"; such an allegation - gul1t, as it nere, by association
' j-i
t
lhas been and continues to be routinely nade Orra, as should be clear from
,N
t

't

/4
)I
;J
Y

the above discussion, is certainly false. Chomslryrs rargumentt against

J/
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\
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"mechanical discovery procedures" has often been taken as directed

especially agai.nst Harris.2

In point of fact, as we shall see, the very

notion of the gramrar of a language rras widely regarded to be suspect

garris expressl-y

dj.savowed

non-uniqueness ($ 2.5

that his distributional procedures elininated

below).

Among

posc-Bloonfieldians, Hockett

I
I

unnamed

and

others apparently aE one time entertained notions

of form' and the possibility of determining the
it had nothing to do with meaning".

greryrmar

and
j,
abougJautonomy

of a language

textual evidence

"as

Ehough

Ehe

period does not support the charge of advocacy of "mechanical discovery

proeedures" by Hockett

BuE

or any of the other sources

Chomsky

from

cites. To the

contrary, each of the clted works expllcitly disclaims that the procedures

of analysis presented are intended to be mechanically applied
emphatic about the use

practical

of informal nethods of analysis

and

of

and each

is

meaning in

work.

I

I

Carllng (1982:23)z "Bloomfield's emphasis on methods of
Eo make linguistics a science that sought objectivity by
striving to derj.ve its generalisations by rigorous procedures directly from

E.g.,

Moore and

description was

observable data. "

E.g. Lees (L957:38 fn. 3): "Pursuit of this goal is seen in perhaps its
best and most resolute form in the works of Zellig S. Harris:..." ; Lyons
(1970: 34): "Harrisr work also consti.tuted the most ambitious snd ghg most
rigorous attenpt that had yet, been made to establish what Chomsky was...to
describe as a seE of "discovery prccedures" for grarnmacical descripEion."

4y

We

review these cited works in turn:

Bloch (1948):
Our postulates are intended to state either empirical facts or
what
are assumed to be facts. They are NOT (orig. euphasis)
,
intended to delineate procedures, or to constitute a list of
practical rules to be followed step by step in one's work with
an infotmant. On the other hand, the rnethods of analysis by which
linguists usually proceed in arrivlng at the phonemic system of
a dialect are irnplied in these post,ulates and can be justified
by them....The basic assumptions that underlie phonemics, we
believe, can be stated without any mention of mind and meaningl
but meaning, at least, is so obviously useful as a shortcut in
the lnvestigation of phonenic structure - one might almost say,
so inescapable - that any lLnguist who refused to employ it would
be very largely wasting his tine. (5)
We

omit consideration of

Chomskv

(1953) which does not propose mechanical

discovery procedures but alludes to the interest of "inquir(ing) seriousLy
Lnto the fo:mality of linguistic nethod and the adequacy of whatever part of
can be made purely formal" and

is actually

concerned

ir

with "an attempt to

develop an adequate notion of syntactic category within an inscriptionalnomi.nal-istic framework" (242) .

I
Harris (1951a; ms. completed January L947)z
These procedures are not, a plan for obtaining data or for field work.
...The procedures also do not constitute a neeessary laboratory
schedule in the sense that each procedure should be conpleted before

the next ls entered upon. In practice, linguists take unnumbered
short, cuts and intuitive or heuristic guesses, and keep many problems
about a particular language before them at the same time:...The chief
usefulness of the procedures listed below is therefore as a reninder
in the course of the original research, and as a form for checking
or Presenting the results, where it may be desirable to make sure that
all the information ca11ed for in these procedures has been validly
obtained. (L-2)
This work is often cited as the locus classlcus of "mechanical discovery
procedures"; see, e.g., Lees (1957: 38Eilearle
(1972 z 2-t), Baqtt (1965
(L976:
15), Ner,meyer (1980 z 6-7), and
l2L), Katz (i981: 35) , Katz and Bever
lloore and Carling (1982:30). Indeed, it hardly comes as a surprise to
noa read that Harris not only proposed mechanical discovery procedures
but that he actually impl.enented them on couputers which, however "rtere
not very lntelllgent at that time":
(Chornsky)studied at the University of Pennsylvania under the
Aruerican

structural linguist Ze11ig Harris,

who

not only deplored

50

Harris

(1955):

For methodologicaL purposes and for speeial problems - though
certainly not for practical work - this procedure can therefore
replace the less orderly search for norphemic segments. (33)
Wel1s (L947)

z

...rre do not propose our account as a mechanical procedure by
which the linguist, starting with no other data than the corpus
of all the utterances of the language and a knowledge of the
morphemes contained in each one, nay discover the correct

I(rnrnediate) C(onstituent)-system. For any language, the number

of possible lC-systems is very large; but in practice it is easy
to see that most of the possibilities are negligible. Just as
when working out the phonemics, the practicing linguist will
discover many shortcuts. (193)
Hockett (1947)

z

the procedure of norphemic analysis worked out
in the course of our discussion...Our sutnmary of the procedure is
given in steps...but in actually working with a particular language
one has to skip back and forth, operating by trial and error... .
Step 4. Tbo or more morphs are grouped into a single morpheme if
they fit the following grouping-requirements: (a) they have the
same meaningl (b) they are in non-cont,rastive distribution; (c)
the range of the resultant morpheme is not unJ.que. (24I)

We now sunmari.ze

As for Hockett (L952a), Chomsky (1957a) remarks:
Although discovery procedures are the explicit goal of these works,
often find on careful examination that the theory that has
actually been constructed furnishes no more than an evaluation
procedure for graurnars. For example, Hockett states his aim in
"A formal staEement of morphemic analysis" as t,he development of
"formal procedures by which one can work from scratch to a complete
descripti.on of the pattern of a language"(p.27);...but what he
actually does is deseribe some of the fo:mal properties of a
morphological analysis and then propose a "criterion whereby the
relative efficiency of two possible morphic solutions can be

we

(continued from previous page)

the intrusion of meaning into the science of language,
but made every effort to shut it out completely by using
mechanical rnethods of description that computers, which
were not very intelligent at that. t,ime, were able to process.
(Campbell, L982 :171)

5i

determined; with t,hat we can choose the maxi.mally ef f icient
possibility, or, arbitrarily, Erny one of those which are
equally efficient but more efficient than all- the others"(p.29).

, (52, fn.3)
rf we turn to the indicated place (p.27) of the clted work,

we find

that this remark, in the opening sentence of the artiel_e, is not
statement of Hockett's "aim" as

Chomsky

a

claims, it is Hockettts

characterizaEion of what Hockett apparently takes to be Harrisf aim:

In his

in Structural Linguistics ZeLLLg S. Harris
attempts to set up fo:mal procedures by which one can work from
scratch to a complete description of the pattern of a language,
all without any reference (at least in theory) to meaning as a
book Methods

criterion.

Here, Hockett is, as the above quotations from Ilarris demonstrat.e, simply
nj-sreading

Harris; certainly, such an allegation flies in the face of

the

statement of purpose on the opening two pages of Methods cited irmediately

I

above. But in any event,

Hocket,t himself

is seemingly unsure that this

characterization of Harris' aims is entirely accurate. For on the next
page, Hockett writes:

Harris only hints, at best, at Ehe theory of morphemi.cization
without meaning, and then operates on the half-formal-ized,
half-intuitive l-evel for most of his discussion. This, also,
is not necessarily an adverse criticism; it depends on what
Harris i" try.ittg to accorplish. (our emphasis) But it leaves
zation unsolved. (28)
Since Harris can be criticized for providing only a partial forrnalization

only "depending on what (he) is trying to accomplish" i.e., on in fact
whether his ain is to provide a complete forrnalization ("mechanical-

discovenr procedure" in Chomsky's parlance) it is obvio''s thac Hockett is

in

some doubt

as to what the intenE of Ilarrist procedures is.

Hockett,

on the other hand, is most lucid as to what his (Hockettrs) aim is in
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attempting a complete fomalization of rnorphemi.c analysis; it is not

the aim which

Chonslcy

incorrectly cites as Hockettrs and Hockett incorrectly

attributes to llarrl.s, but is, as Chornsky obsenred, a method of evaluating
different analyses. Hockettts concern in proposing a method for
formalization is in justification, not the discovery of grarnnars, as is

between

clear from the second passage cited by Chomsky:
to have some crit,erion whereby the relative efficiency
of two possible norphic sol-utions can be determined; with that
we can choose the maxinally efficient possibilityr oE, arbitrariLy,
any one of those which are equally efficient but more efficlent
than al-1 others . (29)
We have

Let us be quite clear as to what has transpired in this riot of quotati.on
and counter-quotation. Chomsky,

in an extraordinarily influentiaL

discussion, has counterposed two approaches to the goals of linguistic

I

theory, and, as Lees was to point out in his widely-read review of
syntactic structures, tno conceptions of scientific theory as we11.
chonsky has argued
development

identify

that "most of the

more

careful proposals for the

of linguistic theory", proposals which he was careful to

and which we have reviewed above, have advocated

"mechanical- discovery procedures" as

practical

their "explicit goal",

procedures

which might actually be employed to inductively derive the correct

of a language from the raw data of speech. Lees, for his part,
observes (rightly, we rnay add) that Ehi.s is an inpossibly strong requirement
gralllmar

on any theory which cannot be satisfied "even in the most advanced of the

physical scj.ences, noL to mention the whole remaining less exact body of

scientific knowledge"

(1957

: 39-40). Promot,ion of such a rigidly inductivist

account of the development of scientific theory is Eaken as indicative

of "confusion" on the part of

American

linguists as to the nature of
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scientific theories. Science, Lees reminds the uninitiated,

employs

the method of hypotheses and theories are free creations of the

human

mind, not inductiveLy derived from obsenrables as "the dull-cataloger

of data", the descript,ive linguist, neinl"1tr"'
And the theories by means of which we order our experJ-ences,
on t,he street or in the laboratory, are generated on1-y by
those flashes of insight, those perceptions of pattern, which
mark off the brilliant scientist from the duIl cataloger of
data. (41)

But on examination of just those works cited by Chornsky, we do not find

that the

advocacy

of "mechanical discovery procedurest' is their "expl-icit

goal-"; instead, each directly disavows that the methods proposed are to

be

so_construed, and each egphasizes that practi.cal working methods depart
from the fornnalized or partly fonnalized procedures presented; indeed, that

this departure is a necessary one for actual work.

The

central purpose, re-

peatedly expressed in these works, is to provide justifieaj*i9n - in tenns of

clarity of formulation and objectivity of result - for statements
language structure which could be arrived
v

iv
trl
.l

,v
\ A
\t

\A
\/

J.
+

at by various

about

means, including

considerations of meaning. This is not a mere quibble of textual interpre-

tation: the works cited by Chomsky are unambiguous on precisely this point.
So

too is exposed the caricature of descriptive lingusitics as a discipline

adhering to an impossibly narrow inductivist conception of scientific method,

a caricature which has, however, had a very real pragmatic success for the
proponents
-T}!ho,lagy.

of I theoretical lingui.stics' . It is indeed striking that

created by

C!

omsky and Lees

in

1957

is stil1 so widel-y

the

accepted

as aecurate nearly three decades later (see, €.8., the sources cited in

tr7
VI

footnote I on p. 4qDpspecially as the textual evidence required to
document these claims

is readil-y avail-able to

anyone curious enough to

spend several hours

of his time satisfying hirnself

as

ro their validiry.

1

A ful1y satisfactory account of this state of affairs would undoubtedly
extdnd beyond mere textual documentation and consider wider sociological
and

2.5

cultural currents.
Non-uniqueness and fGame-Pl-ayingt. Since Y.R. Chao had

the issue explicitly in his

1934 paper on

first raised

the non-uniqueness of

phonemic

solutj.ons to a phonetic system, it had been recognized among some (American)

linguists that the

analytic methods of contrast and

complementary

distribution did not lead to a uniquely correct description of
and morphemic (and possibly other

elements

of

enormously

levels of language) structure.

conventiona'l t ty played

.language was

phonemic

That

a role in the phonenicizati_on of

a

implicitly inferable from Bl-oornfield's main work, the

influential

decade had spoken

LAI{GUAGE

(1933).

Whereas

linluists of the previous

of providing transcriptions of the

sounds

of a

language

in a notation replete with diacritical marks indicati.ng various phonetic
qualities of a perceived sound (aspiration, nasality, diphthongization,
brightness and so on), Bloomfield's simplified phonemic notation reflected

the fact that

phonemes

ltere considered merely in terms of their distinctive

differences (see S 2.12 above).
chao, however, addressed the i.ssue of non-uniqueness directly by

specifieally inveighing against the
and

diacriticaL

marks

employment

in phoneuic description.

of 'queer' orthography
Ttre choice

of

symbols,

he argued, should not play a deterrninative role in the linguistrs organization

of

phonemic st,ruct,ure, especiaLly since the more complex and unwieldy

the noEation, the less chance of it being used in a standard manner by

rn this regard,

Hymes and

Fought (1981) is a valuable corrective.

))
inve'stigators schooled in different nanners. But the transitj.on to
a broader notation, in elininating pointless controversies about the

'truef phonetic quaLities of a sound, pointed to the fact that, depending
-\
uponi how emphasis is allotted to one or anot,her factor of size or

.::-t,

grouping, "there is no such thing as the correct phonemic transcription

!

for any given language". llhat the linguist considered a distlnctive
contrast is relative to the particular system of grouping that he empl-oys.

,
The

According as Lre emphasize one or another factor in the size of the
unit, method of phonernic grouping, and cholce of synbols, we arrive
at, one or another form of phonernic solution. Ttrere is nothing in
our definition of a phoneme...that can decide for us....The definition
permits us to devise ways and means of grouping together the
distinguishable sounds that are not distinctive with respect to the
particular system of phonemlc grouping. It also irnplies that certain
sounds in a language are never dlstinctive in that language by any
reasonable manner of symbolic jugglinB, e.g., the difference between
the [B '" in keep, 'cool, 999r etc. ,.... (51)

sole criteria governing phonemic descriptions hrere sg_1*f-cqn_s*i9!pncy,

c1a5i!11_o_f

_,interpretation with respect to the intended purpose, and,

si.gnificantly, the cLain of non-exclusiveness (54). Since there

was no

I

unique resolution of phonemes into component soundsr^ Chaots treatment of

I;jr
the issue of non-uniqueness inplied^a certain relativity or conventionality
governed the reducing

elements. However,

of the sounds of a language into discrete combinatorial

Chao

retained, in his definition of the

phoneme

as

a

class of sounds, the requirement that every word in the language be given
as an ordered series of sound classes, and that words considered different

in pronunciation, e.9., rider
Eions

and

wrlter, have different

phonemic represen-

-t \ {
|
L\o*'-e'
\
t'*
Lt
'r
L,I-- , 1'
-J
.,\\\_.-i {I .r,-.*-r I #.;r..,--r
.
'
lwith a "distinctive feature" analvsis
of phonemes. E.9., Jakobson, Fant and Ha11e (1952: 7):
By successively eliminating all redundant data (which do not
convey new information) the analysis of language into distinctive
features overcomes the t'non-uniqueness of phoneuic solutionstt.
This pluralism, pointed out by Y.R. Chao, interfered with the
analysis as long as t.he phoneme remained the ultimate opetational
unit and was noi broken down into iEs constiEuents.
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A further step away from associating the term tphoneme' with either

a physical reali.ty or a mental ('psychologically real') one was taken by
Twaddell (1935) who maint,ained that the phoneme was not a 1-inguistic element

of which one could
events",

speak

Phonemes, on

entities" of which

of actual- occurrences. Utterances Lrere "phonetic

the other hand, were not the "positive, additive

words \rere composed,

but "heurlstic or pragmatic fictions",

forms abstract,ed from utterances. A phoneme was defined as

a negative, rel-ational, differential abstraction; it is a unit
of that sort of relation which de Saussure describes: tDans 1a
langue il nry a que des diff6rences sans termes positifs'. (74)

in this trend towards a purely relational identity
of lingui.stic elements I-'r"" reached by Harris who carried the logic of
The culmination

distributional analysis to its conclusion: instead of speaking of

I

denoti.ng sound
one could
and t,he

qualities or stretches of

just as well

relations

speak

sound

elements

or perceptual differences,

of positions or environments of

occurrence

between these:2

Since each element 1s identified relat,ively to the other elements
at its level, and in terms of particular elements at a lor.rer level,
our elements are merely symbols of particuJ-ar conjunctions of relations:
particular privileges of occurrence and part.icular relations Lo all
oEher elements. It is therefore possible to consider the symbols as
representing not the particular obse::r,'ab1e elements whj-ch occupy an
environment but rather the environment itself, and its relation to other
environments occupied by the element which occupies it. We may therefore
speak of interenvironment relations, or of oecupyings of positions, as

being our fundamental elements. (195la: 370-1)

Which Cassirer (1945)

in a paper read shortly before his death recognized
as representing "a general tendency of thought that, in these last decades,
has become more and more prominent in almost all fields of scientific
research"(120), a "revaluation of our former logical and epistemological
va1ue" that "there is no opposition between what is 'formalt and what is
merely ffactual' (104).
')

Leading the Voegelins11963: 14) to speak of linguistic structure
"Ehe geometri-sation of recurrenciestt.

as
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Descriptive methods did not only not provide uniquely fcorrect'
descriptions of the

phonemes

of a language, the most extensive

suFrey

i

of distributional procedures, Harris (195la), pointedly offered

many

alternative methods for sett,ing up linguistic elements of higher levels
as well, including morphological, morphophonemic, morpheme class and so on.
What

particular procedure an investigator

chose was imnaterial- from

point of view of distributionalism so long as the operations

Ehe

"dea1t

essentially with the description of features of speech relatively to
the other features within the utterance, and as long as they did so explicitlv
and

rigorously" (5).

The sole

was

their restrict,ion

t.o. statements

In li.miting the

I

methods

criterion governing the procedures
of distribution.

adopted

1

of linguistic description to distributional

analysis, Harris sought to avoid "the undesirable effect of forcing all
languages

to fit a single Procrustean bed,

and

of hiding their differences

by imposing on all of them alike a single set of logical categories"(6),
an injunction which Boas (whom Bloomfield had cal1ed "the teacher in

one

or another sense of us all" 2) had urged in his concern to obtain
accurate descriptions of the fast-disappearing American Indiar, la'rrgr:ag"s.3
The distribution

of a segmental element (freedom of occurrence, Bloomfield:
"privilege of occurrence") is defined as t.he totality of environments in
which the element occurs (195Ia : 61)
2

Bloomfield (f94 4z

3

See Boas (I911). The linguistic views of Boas have suffered at the hands
of the partisans of generative ggammar (e.g., Chomsky (1964:77), Bach

409)

(1965: 115), Newmeyer (1980r 5) Frorn Joosf sympathetic bur one-si.ded
characterization of them as expressing the principle that "languages can
differ without limit as to exrent or direction" (L957: 228, also 96) .
Ir'hile correctly notJ.ng that a "leading principle" of "the Boas generation'l
was that, "every language,!as to be explained from the inside out" (v),
(cf. Stocking (L974: 469)TI'In other words, 'gramnatical categories' were to
be derived internally frorh\an analysis of the language itself rarher than
imposed from without. One must t.herefore 'strive to keep out the point of
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tn view of

are identified, distributionallsm entaired
limitation to the generality of gramnatlcal starement.
how elements

a

The fact that the determination of elements
relatLve to the
other elements of the language means that allis such
'is performed for each language independentry, A11 determining
lists of
elements, relatlons among them, and stateqents about
them are
applicable only ro the parricular languag"\o, ,r,iii-ai",n'"r.
made. The research merhods of the liigui"l ;y i. ,""giry
similar for many languages, but the stJtements that result fron
his work apply in each case to the language in questlon. (g, fn.d)

rn addition to the relativity of grarmatlcal statement to the
language
under investigation, the adnission that distributlonal procedures
could
be enployed in various ways depending on, among other
things, natters
of convenience or purpose (g, fn. g) was not to say that no
criterion
governed the result of the appllcation of these procedures

to a corpus.

(s 2.3), Harris sought particularly to distributionally
identify elements which correlated with aspects of meaning. But
in
addition, descriptive relevance was insured by the requirement
that
As noted above

"the defining of the elements and the stating of the relations among
them be based on distribuEion, and be unambiguous,
consistent and subject

to check" (9)'

rf these strictures are followed, alternative distributional
procedures will yield results which can be compared
or put into correspondence
(continued from previous page)
r.
view of rndo-European languages as
possi-ble
as
, citing Boas),
_thoroughly
Joosr sunun:rry staiements [ivJ risi."Ji'E
rrpr"ssion.
Boas,
overriding goal was ulti.matel)/" to provlde a comparative sunnary
of the descriptions of indiviiual ianguages
in order to reveal
what Boas considered to be culturallylcoiaitioned
psychological
differences^between languages. Stocking (Lgl4), following
voegeLin (1952), speaks of thls very ituiborati.r, ."!;;;;i;e presumably
as a
"promissory note'r: "That these psycirological diff.r"rr"." might
eventually be catalogued comparatively was indeed a promissorv note,,
(469) ' voegelin (Lgsz, 450-r) elaborates:
"a promi.s"ory,roa": a promise
or prediction that we would at last obtain reliable
data on the various
liql!-a-nschauunsen as reflected in the various native languages of prinitive
man in the New World, and thus obtain an attested contrast
to the
Llettauslau-unqen derlved from European langua.ges". See also stocking (19
on the influences of Kant and Dlltirey on BJad"early
culrure.
or Humboldr, badly_n19r?plesenred in chomsky (L96a'; iJ"."-"bour
r965a;
r96g),
see
especially Aarsleff (1982) and Joly (1977).
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with

each other.

Harris' frank
wirh Bloch

admi.ssion

of

Egl1-r$riqucng€-r-Esr even the most, (together

(1e48))(fi*;;-;;rr*; .r"ffi",1,"

to the controversy of whether linguists could claim to
characterize the structure of a language and l_ed to the accusation
reminiscent of Brouwerts critique of Hilbertts for-mali.sm - that, if not,
linguists were only engaging in a sophisticated kind of "hocus-pocus,,,
new impetus

playing mathenatical

but making no empirical claims. Critics of
this persuasion fal1- roughry into three camps which are, however, noE
mutually exclusive. There were those - prirnarily European linguists
games

who saw non-uniqueness as stemning from

€'8', Householder (1952), who believed

the rneglectr of meaning;

those,

non-uniqueness was incompatible

with the (naively) realist conception of theories held by the seiences
I
and there were linguists, such as Hockett, who objected that the apparently
corpus-based
scope
rnake

limitations of procedural

methods

did not aLlow sufficient

to the fact that empiri.eal theories must be predictive, i.e.,

must

claims about phenomena beyond those already observed or analyzed.

These are

briefly

examined

in turn.

critics, since meaning was supposedly not the province of
distributj-onalism, there could be no determinative criterion by means
To some

of which one analysis could be preferred to another. This position, often
alleged to be that of Harris, nas sharply criticized by European
structuralists who, following Saussurian notions of 1a valeur linguistique
and srrstEme (see the references cited on p.38, fn.l above), objected
to the point of a lingulstlcs wiLhout concern for meani.nq. such is
Ct. Harris (1954: 777): "In any case, there is no harrn ip'al1 this nonuniqueness, since each system can be mapped onto the others, so long as
any special condit,ions are explicit and measurable."

OU

the core of Benvenistets careful but ultimately
coments on distributionalism,

'

seen

mi.sunders tandins

as epitomized in Harrisr Methods:

schemes of distributi-on, no matter how rigorously they are
established, do not constitute a structure, any more than
i.nventories of phonemes and morphemes, defined by means of
segmentation in chains of discourse, represent a description
of a language....Let us emphasize especially that featuie
which, even more than the special technique of the procedure,
characterizes the method; it is the principle that iinguistic
analysis, in order to be scientific, should ignore the meaning
and apply itself solely to the definition and distribution of
the elements. . . . It is to be feared that if this rnethod becomes
general, linguistics rnay never be able to join any of the other
sciences of man or of cult.ure. The segmentation of the sEatement
into discrete elements does not any more lead to an analysis of
language than a segmentation of the physical universe leads
a theory of the physical world....one can then conceive of to
several types of description and several types of formalization,
but all 0f them must necessarily assume that their object,
language' is informed with meaning, which gives it its structure,
and that condit,ion is essenti.al to the functionlng of l_anguage
among orher sysrems of slgns. (L954 : l0_ll)

The charge

of ignoring

unlike those, €.g.,

meaning

chomsky

is, as we have seen, farnil_iar;

however,

($ 2.2 above) who have taken this as "a

central idea of

much

of the

of f-inguisti.c form, Benveniste, a prominent Continental

autonomy

linguist'

of structural linguistics" in pronoting a doctrine

approaches eloquence

in linguistic analysis.
for Bloomfield (and of

in maintaining the centrality of

For Benveniste, language
I

course for Sapir) ' -

meaning

structure - as i.t

was

is a structure not tautonomous t

to meaning, but 'givent by meaning. rn fact
J$ 2.3 above), this view is consistent with Harrisr conception of
r.riEh respect,

L---J'

distribut;il"ilDand is
A

developed

in

much

grearer derail-

in

rhe theory

of grarrnatical transformations which results in operator grammar (Chapters
5 and 6 below). As we sha1l see, the connection of language strucEure
I

This point could be developed at length; I refer the reader above all
to the masterful discussion of Sapir in Harris (1951b). See below.

and meaning j.s

crucially inportant for attendant metatheoretical

considerations about the justification and validation of gramnars.
On

dte other hand, generative grannar, as a theory of

autonomous

linguistic forn, originated in an attempt to validate gratrmars in
of certain empirical criteria of
coupled

adequacy

terms

(acceptability judgenents)

with a metatheory of siurplicity. Ttris latter is

subsequently

of a genetically-determined universal granmar'
to a rrealistt view of gramnars as "real--wor1d"

accorded the status
opening the way

psychological or biological objects.
Remarks

the

same

1

similar in spirit to those of Benveniste were made at

time by che Swiss Saussurian llenri Frei in a complaint that

non-uniqueness was simply an

indication of lack of inEerest in the notion

of language as a system:

^\.2

'

'\
!!

f
I

T

Alors qutun critEre pertinent, appliqu6 correctement, doit i
priori n'autoriser qufun solution pour chaque problEme. le
criEEre dj.stributionnel, stil est employ6 exclusivement sans
consid6ration du signifi6, permet en th6orie, pour nrimporte
quel 6chantillon de chaine par16e, n'importe quelle d6limitation,
sans autres restrictions que celles qui sont impos6es individuellement
par le degr6 dfimagination du savant,
La non-unicit6 des solutions possibles est 1i6e i 1'atomisme.
Dans la mesure oi il forme un systEme coh6rent, un 6tat de langue
nrautorise pas plusieurs r6sponses par problEme, et, comme dans un
jeu de mots crois6s, toute solution fausse entrai.ne automatiquement
1a fausset6 des autres. Admettre la non-unicit6 des solutions, c'est
nier l-a noEion de systEme linguistique; comme tout se tient, on
devine pourquoi les distributionalistes s'int6ressent au fond peu
i ee eoncept. (L954 z L42)

Both Benveniste and Frei make the point that "schemes of distribution",
having purely formal significance, do not constj.tute a structure or
adequatelv charact etLze language as a system. Formal arrangement of
1

'

Chomsky (1983a) and

(1984).

See Chapter

4

$3.
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data is not what t,he notion of structure or system in language is

about.

The importance

of

meaning

in this regard is

emphasized, yet

i

neither provides a convincing illustration of the systemic character

of the relation of

meaning and

structure, nor of

how

this

system is

to be determined. rn retrospect, perhaps much confusion night have
been averted if the tert tdistributionf had been more prominently tied
to the Sapirian notion of rpatternr to which there are clear connections.l
If these are recognized, the opposition

between "schemes

of distribution"

andttstructurett or ttsystemtt, as drawn by Benveni.ste, Frei and others, fal1s.

Harris drew this connection expliciEly in a lengthy review of

eollection of Sapir's writi.ngs (195lb). Ilere he develops, in

some

a

detal1,

the strategy of distributionalism in revealing the patterning which is
D

established by the functional relevance, or use, of linguistic elements,
obsenzing

that "Sapi.rts greatest contributj.on to f.inguistics, and the

feat.ure most characteristic of his linguistic work, was...the patterning

of data" (7L7).
language as

The association

of pattern with the coneeption of

a system is part,icularly stressed.

Sapirrs patEerning is an observable (distributional) fact which
he can discover ln his data and from which he can draw those methodological and psychological considerations which he cannot observe
directly, such as function and relevance, or perception and individual
participation. He can the more readily do this because his patterning
is established not directly on distributional classification but on an
analysis in depth of the way in which the various elements are used i.rrl
in language. The rway the elements are used' is equJ.valent to their
distribution; but talking about such use gives a depth which is lacking

in direct classification of

environments.

Swadesh (1934) is apparently the source of the term'distributionr in
a technical linguist,ic context; see Diderichsen (1958: 158). In a letter,
Swadesh indicates its Sapirian ancestry:"The source of the usaqe may have
been Sapir, but I do not remember. At the tine...I was not conscious of
either adopting or inventing a technical term, but rather used the word
simply as a way of describing the spread occurrences of a sound among the
positions within the word. It was an application of the usage represented
by 'geographic distributiont, an expression which was much used by Sapir
as by oEher anthropologist,s and linguists"(ibid, fn.4).
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Thus Sapir uses the patterning of elements in order to exPress
their function (their functional position within the language): "to
say that a given phoneme is not sufficiently defined in articulatory
acoustic terms but needs to be fitted i.nto the total system of sound
relations peculiar to the language is, at bottom, no more mysterious
than to say that a cl-ub is not defined for us when it is said to be
rnade of wood and to have such and such a shape and such and such
dimensions. We must understand why a roughly similar object, not so
different to the eye, is no club at all. ...To the native speaker and
hearer, sounds (i.e., phonemes) do not differ as five-inch or six-inch
entities differ, but as clubs and poles differ. If the phanetician
discovers in the flow of actual speech something that is neiEher'c1ub'
nor tpolet, he, as phonetician, has the right to set up a thalfway
between club and polet entity. Functi.onally, however, such an entity
is not only driven by
is a fiction, and the native speaker or hearer
tcl-ubt
or tpolet, but actually
it
as
its relational behavior to cl-assify
hears and feels it as such" (quoting Sapir(1933a), 46-7).

Perception. In a related way, Patterning is used as a basis for
the structuring of perception. Sapir rePorts that English-speaking
students often mistakenly hear p, t, or k instead of a final glottal
stop; and af t,er learning t,o recognize a gJ-ottal stop ' they of ten
in an
mistakenly hear a glottal- stop at the end of words ending
accented short vowel (they rrite smEr for sme). He then points out
(quoting Sapir (1933a) ,59-60) thaEThe secEEF type of error is simply
a more sophisticated form of the first....
This effect upon perception is elaimed not only for such phonemic
hearing, but also for the structuring of experience in terms of the
morphological and vocabulary patterns of the language: "Even comparatively
simple acts of perception are very much more at the mercy of the social
(more exactly: linguistic) pat,terns called words than we might suppose.
shapes, one
If one draws some dozen lines, for instance' of different
perceives them as divisible into such categories as rstraight', 'crooked',
'curvedt, 'zLgzagt because of the classificatory suggestiveness of the
linguistic terms themselves" (quoting Sapir (L929), L62).
System. Sapir goes on to recognize patterning as one of the basic
characteristics of language: "Of all for-ms of culture, it seems that
language is that one which develops fundamental patterns with relatively
the most complete detachment from other types of cultural patterning"
( lg29), L64). Had he used the descriptive Eerm rconsists of instead
of the process word 'developst, he might have gone beyond this to add
that we can even use this linguistic patterning to determine what is to
Ue inciua,jit-in 'language'. There are scaLtered bits of speech-like
noises - coughing, crying, shrieking, laughing, clucking - whlch may
or may not be considered part of tlanguaget on one basis or another,
but which we count out of language because they do not fit l-nto its

patterning.

.detached
Out of all this Sapir was able to make important generalizations
about language as a system. Recognition of the deEachment of linguistic
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patt,erning leads to the statement that I'the patterning of language
is to a very appreciable extent self-contained and not significantly
at the mercy of intercrossing patterns of a non-linguistic type"
(quoting Sapir 11929), 165). This explicir ralk about rhe facr of
patternj-ng makes possible the distinction between the granmar (specific
pattern) and granr-aticalness (degree of patterning) of Language: "In
spite of endless differences of detail, it may justly be said that all

grarmars have the sr-e degree of fixity.
One language Eay be more
complex or difficult granmatically than another, but there is no
meaning whatever in the statement which is sometines made that one
language is more gramatical , or form bound, than another" (Sapir
(I933b) ,9-tO) .
From t.his, Sapir could go on to an interesting forrnul_ation of
the adequacy of language. We all know the statement that any language
can be used as the vehicle for expressing anything. Sapir removes Ehe
air of triviaLity frorn this by saying, "New cultural experiences
frequently make it necessarT to enlarge the resources of a language,
but such enlargement is never an arbitrary addition to the materials
and forms already present; it is merely a further application of
pri.nciples already in use and in nany cases little more than a metaphorical extension'of o1d terms and meanings" (ibid, 10). In other
words,,the adequacy of language is not sinply definitional, but derives
from the possiblil-iCes of extension and transference within the'language

struc,ture, without tiither disregarding or destroying

the structure.
t'The out.standing fact about any language is its formal
completeness.
...No matter what any speaker of it m:y desire to comnunicate, the
language is prepared t,o do his work. ...Formal completeness had nothing
to do with Ehe richness or poverty of the vocabulary The unsophisticated nat.ives, having no occasion Eo speculate on the nature of
causation, have probably no word that adequately translates our
philosophical term rcausationt, but this shortcorning is purely and
sinply a matter of vocabulary and of no interest whatever from Ehe
standpoint of linguistic form. ... As a Eatter of fact, the causative
rel-ation...is expressed only fragmentarily in our modern European
languages...(but) l-n Nootka...there is no verb or verb form whj.ch has
not its precise causative counterpart'r (Sapir Q,gZ+), f53-5). Sapir
might have continued here to point out that the work of language in
communi-cation and expression can be carried out both by gramnatlcal
form and by vocabulary (though with different effect), since one can
insert to cause to before any English verb somewhat as one can add
a ca,rsativGmfnt to every Nootka verb. Hence what is important is
not. so much the distinction between gramatical forrn and vocabulary,
as the f act Ehat the dj.stribution of gramratical elements, and so the
granmatical structure, can change in a continuous deformation (the
structure at any one moment being virtually identieal with the
immediately preceding structure), and that vocabulary can be added
without linit (and changed in rneaning). I.rrhat we have, therefore, as
the basic adequacy of Language is not so much Ehe static completeness

of its formal strucEure, but rather its completability, or
exactly its constructivity without 1init.

more
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of Patterning. A person who is interested in the various
patternings, for their own sake, can establish
ffi
Pattern and structure as b1and distrj.butional arrangements, and thence
move toward the rnathematical investigat.i.on of the combinatorial
possibilities. Sapir, however, was interested in the fact of
patterning, and what could be derived from the discovery that language
was so patterned a bit of hunan behavior. Ttris was not only because
Sapir was above all an anthropologi.st, but also because of the
particular development in linguistic science at the time.
The Fact

From de Saussure to the Prague Circl-e and Sapir and Bloomfiel-d,
the fact, of patterning was the overshadowing interest. In the later
work of this period in linguistics we find attempts to analyze and
classify these patterns, but the big result was sti1l the very existence
of structure. This was the big advance in several sciences at t.he time.
In the late depression years, when nei.ther admiration of Russia nor war
preparations in America had yet obscured the scientific and social
results of Karl Marx, Leonard Bloomfield remarked to me that in studying
Das Kapital he was impressed above a1l- with the similarity between.
Marx's treatment of social behavior and that of linguistics. In both
'cases, he said, the
activities which people were carrying out in terms
of their own life Jituacions (but in those patterns which were socially
available) turned out to constitute tight patterns that could be
descrj-bed independently of what peopl-e were about. In language, they
conrmunicate, or pronounce words they have heard, but with the
descriptive result of meintaining a patterned contrast between various
subclasses of verbs or the like. In economic behavior, they may do
various things just in order to make profit, buE with the descriptive
resul-t that the producing population becomes increasingly removed
from control over its production. sapir saw this fact of patterning
even more clearly - in language, in cult,ure, and later in personality.
Throughout his writings one sees how impressed he was with this fact,
one which was also being stressed at the time (but with less happy
success) in other socj.al sciences. In his cornments about language
as patterned behavior he reached the heights of his subtlety, and
pioneered a form of research which few have as yet taken up.
(Harris (195lb z 7I9-7221 foornotes suppressed) )
i

This extended quotation illustrates,
the arch-distributionalist,

incontrovertibly,

that for Harris -

as it were - the sigTificance of distributionall_v

obtained results \.tas not that of mere inventories of elements or segmentations

of a corpus. Instead, such results reveal "Ehe fact" of a "detached
Patterning" of the elements. Distributional
ot oivins a distinctive

pro_cedures provide the means

formularion t.o the s;rstem of relations

rl

t1^-f

-f

t

"y*C{*
establj-shes the funcEional position or relevance of each elemenE. A structure
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of distribut,ional rel.ations is then a structure of the functional
relatgd_ness

- determined solely on

grounds

of occurrence, of

which

combinations of elements occur -

It is this
to

speak

system

the linguistic elements theursel-ves.
"of
of internal relations which enabled llarris (1954: 785)

of the possibility of stating "certain

aspect,s

of

meaning as

functions of measurable distributional relations". The systemic
character of the patterning of elenents indicates that a structure
be given to what is, in fact, called tlanguaget.

We

can

recall- Harrisr

statements, cited earlier, that a distributional strucLure resulting

,.', \

I

;s'r
.'J
l-

JU'

"f,[
YV
i

t\t

\J
,\.

;-

' \?t

x/

J\

fron the procedures of segmentation
Methods does

and

classification treated in

not yieLd "ideal coverage".

Wtrat

is not directly stated

here but night be inferred frorn the remark that "pattern and structure",
conceived as "bl-and

distributional

v

arrangements",'gnay be mathemaEically
\

investigated as to the combinatorial possj.bilitieY^ is an indication that
a purely combinatorial account, i.e., in the sole terms of objects

relations

among them,

and

of the system which is languagefis an open task

for linguistic research.

The patterns given by si-nple inventories of

phonemes and morphemes and even

higher-level elements resulEing

from

the application of distributional procedures to a fixed corPus were
seen as

a stopping point for linguistic analysis nor a definitive

nor

account

of language structure, as Harrist concurrent researches into discourse
analysis and granrnatical transformations (1952arb) showed. Rather the
goal is the provision of a purely combinatorial account of the

functionally-relevant pattern which characterized a language as a who1e,
including, but not restricted to, a specification of the notion of
'grammaEical sencence

of Lt for arbitrary L. Having such a combinatorial

o/

' t'

,.

t' ''

characEerization of language structure would provi.de a leneral

'"1

'i

of which any corPus in the
language -- a discourse or s,rblalguage f- tient be descri b"d ff{A
restrictions on combinations (the functional t.l".r"rr". 2'3; of its

prinsiple of analyzability in

te::rhs

elements. Looking ahead a bit (Chapters 5 and 6), it is then possible

to raise the questlon of the informational significance (in the

sense

specified there) of these combinatorially-characterized restrictions.
*ii ed L\!'\^The conception of _q_ grarunar of a language^atrd of a general theory of

partially ordered system of word dependenJes,
{i+t^"'J-:|l**..*.'?^
''
seeChapter5)qP,the|rig+Fasmaflifestedinaparticu1ar
language structure^(the

language as characterized by the former, is a most tSapirian'one,

not at all antipathet.ic to dj.stributionalism but rather more its
combinatorially formulated generalization.
sEructure markedly differs

as a set of'rules'for

Such a conception of

from the generative notion of a

generating'a11 and only'the

grammar

sentences of

a language, an issue taken up in Chapter 4 S$ 2 and 3 and Chapter 5.
^ The relation between Ehe.two is stated by Harris (1981223L)."The
major difference between them is that discourses are the directly
observable evenEs which consti.tute the occurrence of language,
whereas a sublanguage is a construct -- a structure that characterizes certain discourses, or certain parts of discourses, uhich occur
in particular situati.ons...."
" Speaking of tfunctionr, tsystemt, or trelevance' is legitimaEe as
long as t.hese not.ions can be specified on distributional or combinatorial grounds; cf. Harris (1941:707): "...talking about function,
system, or the like, wit,hout defining them in terms of operations
and relations, fools even the linguistic worker. For by satisfying
him with undefined psychological terms it prevents him from continuing
his analysis. "
1

-

Chomsky (e. g. , ( 1978: 304 ) , ( 1979b : l 1B) , ( 1980a: I07-8)) and others
following Chomsky (e.g., Lightfoot (1982:30)) have vierved Sapir's use of
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Although Benveniste alludes to the possiHlQdy of "several types

of description and several types of formalization" of

l-anguage structure

which go beyond mere "schemes of distribution", Frei appears to endorse

a particularly severe form of reaLism about theories as a consequence of

his overriding belief in the

paramountcy

of "la notion de systEme

linguistique": there is a systemic character to

language

structure and

it adnits of a uniquely correct fo:mulation. But the question of

the

(continued from previous Page)

"psychological" and "psyehological reality" (as in his (1933))
an indication that Sapir gave a "realist psychological interpretation" to llnguistic theory, which means, apparently, that he adopted
"an essentially realist attitudet' (Lightfoot: "explicitly took a
realist st.ance") toward lhe "neural and biochernical systems with
the properties expressed in these theories" and that he naintained
that what "the llnguist constructs is a representation of synaptic
connections in the brain" (Lightfoot: "interpreted the procedures as
represented in the mind in some way"). This ls a serlous misreading
of Sapir's views as Harris (1951b2 744-6) had already pointed out:
D

A dctailed examination of Sapir's use of psycholog)' and kindred
words shows they refer not to some new forces within the individual
which can affect his language, culture, or personality, but simply

to tlre fact that the individual participates in linguistic, cultural,
and personality patterns. This is the meaning - i.e. the use - of
the word; and it is quite different from what many thought it meant.
Characteristically, the sentences containing psychological or its
equivalents have tr,ro parts, the f irst in terms of f oruaL pattern and
the second in terurs of the 'psychologicalr participation in the
pattern. An exanple: "In other languages, with different phonologic
and ruorphologic understandings...'m and fp would have a significantly
different psychologic weighting" (quoting from Sapir (1933a), 57-8).
....This individual participation in patterns is then said to be
unconscious: "unconscious linguistic forms which in their totality
give us regular phonetic change" (L9292 161,...); "unconscious phonologic
pattern" (1933a: 58);"the subconscious character of grarnnatical classification" (19t2: I0l). ...He says that the development of an individual's
participation in a pattern ls unconscious: "in each case at\unconscious \4
control of very cornplicated configurations or formal s"rs(i/ individually
acqui.red" ( Lg27:555); "the language-learning proeess, pariicularly che
acquisition of a feeling for the formal set of a language, is very 1arge11r
unconscious and involves mechanisms that are quite distinct in character
from either sensation or ref lection" (L924:155). ...1,1e can now understan/
why Sapir had to stress the fact that the individual's participation ir
these Patterns is unconscious. It is precisely because the individual is
not aqrare of the way his behavior is patterned that he cannot explicitll
compare his patte{"1"8 Ylth that -of others, and so has his percePtion of
deEermLned in advance.
otherrs behavior
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tt.ruthr of the linguistts characterization of language st,ructure in
the face of non-uniqueness, or of alternative distributional presentations,
was addressed

directly

and

with considerably

more influence bv Householder

(1952) in a review of Harris' Methods.

It

was

possible, Householder argued, to categotize U.nguists

according to "Ewo metaphysical viewpoints", termed respectively,
ttcodts truth" and tthocug-pocusrt. The ttcodts truth" position, it develops,

is unabashedly that of transcendental- realism:
of the'God's truthr linguists (and I regret to say
I am one) is chat a l-anguage has a structure and the job of the
linguist is (a) to find out what that structure is, and (b) to
describe it as clearly, economically and elegantly as he can
without at any point obscuring the God's truth structure (250).
fhe Godts truth man doesntt believe het1l ever find Godfs truth,
but he does believe it exists, and that by trying and working
he can gradually approach it asymptotically (261).
The theory

.

Oppositely, "hocus-pocus" linguists are viewed both as instrumentalists
about theories and, at the same time, as not rea1l-y engaged in the

ent.erprise of science since, according t,o their own conception of what

they are doing (i.e., non-uniqueness), questions of correctness do not

arise and structure is imposed, not discovered.
The hocus-pocus linguist bel-ieves...that a language (better, a
corpus, since we describe only the corpus we know) is a mass
of incoherent,, formless data, and the job of the linguist is
somehow to arrange and organize thj-s mass, imposing on it some
sort of structure... (260).

While admitting that Harris "here and there pays his respects co (the
Godts Eruth)

point of view",

Householder charges

that

"manyr mrDy parts

of the book seem Eo be pure hocus-pocus" (261), that Harris, in explicitly
proclaiming non-uniqueness and offering many alternative procedures for
obEaining distributional results, is only engaging in eleborate tricks of
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data manipulation. The problem with hocus-pocus, however entertaining

it might be to practice, is that no empirical claim

seems

involved: "it

i

is difficulE to

see what a hocus-pocus

linguist is

making successive

approximations to" (261).

not specify what analytic procedures of segmentation
,-. \^.'
r,;VaXor grouping or iil-ae
synthetic theories of- item and process he lncludes in- -a\-a-r+ol++16- that structure is, for hocus-pocus linguists, imposed. So it is
Householder does

unclear whether he faults distributional procedures per se or only their

failure, as formulated by Harris, to provlde a unique result, perhaps as
might be signaled by a conjoint declaration that the result obtained is

a ttruet or fcorrectr characterization of structure.

No mention

is

made

of Harrist various reminders that distributional result.s, as long as
\A

!i\

t

-J/"
N

with one another and thus
--il".F
*
E.hat non-uniqueness does not entail ranything goest jr describing
L
a language structurally (the matter of restriction to a corpus is taken up

clearly stated, could be put in

below)

.

On

1

I

the other hand, Householder

assumes

the "Godts truth" viewpoint

without argument; its adequacy, it seems, i.s self-evident. Yet it is

..,+u

,w

\'

(notoriously) uncertain that this conception is coherent, or

it could mean.
.

correspondence

;N

guv

\\v

./

-^/^ ,/

..
,\

-V{,

Wtrat ot,her than

even what.

the linguistrs characterization, which can

be (or should be) empirically confronted in various rdays, could
structure be? The inherent danger of raising the issue of

language

adequacy of

theories in the stark t,erms of realism is, of course, that of indulging
1

' ,*t-^:y('
\ \-ng

in the fallacy of "something more" in Hempel's felicj.tous phrase,-

,

\)"-.rz\
..),

of attempting to contrast. the linguist's theory and analysis with
v

privile.dged insight into the 'real' strucEure of language.
As reported by Stein (n.d.).

":orE

some

How does the

11

linguist

know he

is not "obscuring" the "Godrs truth structure" by his

efforts unless he is able,
stru'cture ?

How does

somehow,

to

compare

his results with such a

he know what such a structure is ? And if he does
t--

of his labor ? F" a subsequent paper which might,
in part, be considered a response to this review and to l{ockett (1952b),

know, what is the point,
-t.-5 c--:vd

^

l+z'\'i:,

Harris displayed an unwill-ingness to consider the dichotorry of "Godts truth"
and "hocus-pocus" and, by

implication, of realism and instrumentalism

(at Least as posed in these terms), a legitimate

one.

An opposition has souet,imes been claimed between real facts and
mathematical manipulation of structure. This claim ignores the
fact that science is (among other things) a process of indicating

'

t

muchdatabyfewgenera1Statements,andthatnathematica1methods
are often useful in achieving this. Mathematical and other methods
of arranging data are not a game but essential parts of the activity
of science (1954: 793, fn. 6).
To Hockett,

l

j
1

Ilarrist views on the non-uniqueness of distributional :;ei ^*1 '''f L"
'-'1"

procedures seem

E.o mean

that t.he linguist

was only playing "mathematical

with a corpus of data. fhese points are brought out with respect
to t.he Saussurian notions of tlangue'and tparolet in his (1952b):
games"

Harris i.s wrong in defining the 'systemt (i.e., language structure,
or 'langue' - TR) as what the analyst does with the data he gathers
through obse:rrati.on of behavior. I We do not al1ow the analyst simpl)'
to play mat,hematical games with his data (98) .
Since t.he data of a corpus could be distributionally arranged in various
ways, raising the issue of the adequacy or correctness of its description

did not rea11y make sense. 2 *a earlier, in a papgr.wh!:h Chomsky has
\^-i=-t[*s - r' '\. v1l+l *[l 1-'" rtL* -r'
. , -\. .,;i
^ .' \l'r .,.i*-i,*.- : C'G'.ri 1-'tlL
;Lr\tr''r>-*l i '- -' -( k''*- ::":' :,'::,'l-.
r'
\,
A 6urious interpretation of Harris (1941 z 706-7): 'T'he Prague Circle'
terminology, however, has two dangers: First, it gives the impression
that t.here are two objects of possible investigation, Ehe Sprechakt
(speech) and the Sprachgebilde (l-anguage structure), whereas the latter
is only the scj-entific arrangement of the former."
.

-1

An inference made plausible by the doctrine of the fautonomy of linguistic
form', discussed in S 2.2 supra.

'
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cited as presaging the rrealistr position in linguistic theory

(see

fn. I below), Hockett (1948) distinguishes "scientific linguistics" from
such game-playing by the fact that scientific linguistics rnnkes .predictions
about utterances of t,he language in a manner that is clearly testable.
The

linguist

was

not merely playing

games

if he predicted, rightly or

wrongly, utterances which lrere not in the corpus or which had not
analyzed at, the time

been

of the prediction. Significantly for the direction

linguistic theory was to follow in

subsequent years, Hockett introduces

the situation of language acquisition as a parallel to the predictive
analysis the linguist should produce:
The analytical process thus parallels rrhat goes on in the
nenrous syst.em of a language learner, particularly, perhaps,
that of a child learning his first language. T'he child hears,
and eventually produces, various whole ulterances. Sooner or
later, the child produces utterances he has not previously
heard from someone else (279).

'

childrs ranalysisr consists...of a mass of varying synaptic
potentials in his central nenrous system. The child in tine
comes to behave the language; the linguist, must come to staEe
ir (280).The

On

the basis of these remarks alone, one night well- understand

Chomskyrs

statements that Hockett has put forr"rard t'an explicitly trealistict

interpretation of discovery procedures" or, that Hocket,t has here taken
"a very strong realist position". I Br,,a such conclusions can be reached
I

E.

g.
It

Chornsky ( 1979b

;

1978) :

seems to have been generally assumed that the discovery procedures
could be justified only in "pragmatic" terms, as providing an
organization of the corpus that would be useful for one or another
purpose. There were exceptions, for example, Charles Ilockett, who
put forth an explicitly "realistic" interpretat,ion of discovery
procedures, i-n an important brief article, in the International
Journal of American Linguistics (1979b: 115)

In American linguistics - in fact also in European strucEuralism
of the thirties, forties, and early fifties - there vras very intensive

/J

-rr

only lt6

an

extremely selective reading of Hockett's article

and

!-.fu
are noL at all consistent .r+tho#ght-.oF renarks which Hockett mrkes
on precisely this lssue in subsequent papers (1952b; 1954).
make

T'hese

it plai.n that tlockett is here speaking of an operational para11-el

between

the chi1d

who

eventually produces tnelrf utteranees that are

acceptable in his speech conmunity and a linguistts gramnar which,

the corpus is

expanded upon which

more and more accurate

as

it is based, in theory should become

in its predictions about the sentences (utterances)

of the language. In the (19/'8) article cited by Chornsky, Hockett writes:
(eontinued from previous. page)

D

t11

work, as you know, ln developing procedures that in principLe,
one hoped could be applied in a mechanical way to a corpus of
data so as to produce, finally, a grammar of that corpus. WeL1,
a crucial question arises at that point; it is essentially the
question of reali-sm, you might say. Ttrat is the question, What
is the nature of these procedures ? Are they simply a device for
bringing organization to chaos ? And, is it the case that one
set of procedures is as good as any ot.her set ? Or, is there a
kind of truth claim j.nvolved in those procedures ? Wel1, if
there is a truth c1-aim, then that means that the system that
arises by applying the procedures is claimed to be represented
in the nind in some fashion. (Recal1 Lightfoot (L982: 30):
"interpreted the progddires as represented in the mind in some
wdy", cited fn. 3, zu-6.1 -TR) Ttrat is, one claims, at least,
that Ehe procedures correspond in some fashion to the mental
representation of the language in his brain. And in fact that
conclusion had been drawn. For example, it had been drawn by
Charles Hockett in a very perceptive, brief paper that appeared
in the late 1940's, where he took a very strong realist position
and saj.d, in effeet, that the grarmar that the linguist constructs
is a representation of synaptic connections in the brain and that
the procedures of analysis eorrespond to what the child is doing
when he works with Ehe data and develops that grammar. Hockett
is quite unusuar, I think, in taking that posi.tion (L978: 303-4).

7/1

.
The
D

At first these newly coined utterances nay be rejected by those
about hirn; but by a process of Lrial and error, supplemented by
the constant. acquisition of new whole utterances from those who.
already speak the language, the child eventually reaches the
point of no longer making rmistakesr. Lapses there still may
be.... But by the time the child has achieved linguistic adulthood,
his speech no longer contai.ns errors; for he has become an
authority on the language, a person whose ways of speaking
determine what is and what is not an ertor.
The child's coining of an utterance he has not heard is,
of course, a kind of prediction: tIf I make such-and-such noises,
those about ne will react in a certain way.' (We do not lmply that
any such'thoughtt passes through the rmindt of the child.) fne
parallel between this and the process of analysis performed by
the linguist is cl-ose. Wtren the chil-d is just beginning' his
coinage of utterances is often ineffectivel when the linguistts
corpus is srnall-, his predictions are inaccurate. As the child
continues Eo learn, or as the corpus grows and analysis is
nodified, prediction becomes more and more accurate. In theory,
at l-east, with a large enough corpus there would no longer be
any discernible diserepancy between utterances the linguist
predicted and those sooner or later obserrred (279-80).
point llockett is addressing is that the acquisition of

be considered as acquisiEi,)n clf

a

l-anguage can

set of habits of speaking - this follows

from noting t,hat the acquired ways of speaking deqe:mine what is and what

is not an error - just as the linguistts granmar specifies what is

and

what is not an utterance of the language. A clearer formulation is given

in Hockett

(1952b):

not allow the analyst to play qathematical games with
his data. We require hin to produceiisystematization which
IN AN OPERATIONAI SENSE (original capitals) matches the habits
which we ascribe to the speaker: just as the speaker can produce
any number of new utteranees from essentialJ-y the same set of
underlying habits, so the analyst's descriPtion must be capable
of producing any number of new utterances, each capable of passing
the test of casual acceptance by a native speaker (98).

We do

DespiEe the proclaimed

significance for treal-ismr of this reference to

t.he "synaptic potential-s

of the central

neratous systemrr, thereby f ore-
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of linguistic theory as a theory of "the biological
t, it seems apParent that llockett is
basis of language capacities"
shadowing the view

i

only alluding to the hardl-y contestable fact that behavior has an
tunderlying' or tinternalt neurophysiological correlate, i.e., that
some

physiological mechanism, includlng of course the central

nerrzous

system, is involved in the production of l-inguistic (and other) behavior.
However,

for Hockett and, in aecord with Bloornfiel-drs position

about

the social factors, prominently termed tmeaningr, which determined
language

structure, the internal

mechanism

of language is not

a

desideratum (even as abstractly characterized as "rules" and "representations",
we roight add)

of linguiqlic theory nor of

the linguist.

Ttre

more than peripheral concern to

pattern (or system of habits, as Hockett is wont to

say

of language structure is not, in any interesting sense innately specified '
but is socially-aCquj-red; furthertore, "mentalist" or "litEle man"
terminology is inappropriate in describing or making reference to this

' Cf.
1

Chomsky (1980a: Chapter

Capacities".

5):

"On the

Biological Basis of

Language

including Bloomfield,
') Hockerr (1952b: 98) had noted that "None of us,
tlangue'is
thabitst.
then a set of
has any objection to speaking of
habits, and 'parole' is the behavior which manifests these habits'
the be havior Ehrough the examinati.on of which the analyst declares
what the habits are." In response, however, Harris remarked that
although t,here is evidence "enough to make us feel that the bulk of
the major structural features are indeed reflected in speaking habits habits which are presurably based, like the linguistrs analysis,
on the distributional facts", there is nothing gained when predicting
new data or new formations by speaking of habits which is not better
serrred by speaking of the distributional structure instead, since the
linguist is in no positi.on to say that a parallel system of habits
exists uncil there is linguisti.c evidence for it, and not before
(1954: 778-80; 780).

2)

to

structure. Again, the focus of the discussion are the terms
and tparolet:

tlanguet

1

The relation between langue and parole, then, is the relation
between habits and behaviot. {he habits involved in language the habits which constitute langue - are socially acquired, not
passed down through the gerrn plasm; this means that they are

:

cultural habits, or simply culture. Culture as a whole, like
its proper part, langue, is not directly observable: the ethnographer can only obserrre behavior, and has to deduce culture
from the regularities of recurrence.
However, in all of this, rmentalt is an unnecessary t,erm.
To speak of habits as 'mentaf is to lndulge in the flittl-e man'
terminology:...The problem which the 'little man' terminology
is most apt to shunt aside is that of discovering just how this
inEernal mechanism operates, so that under impact from outside,
it becomes a 'carrier' of culture and linguistic habits. In
other words, how does the central nervous system work? Of course,
this is not the problen of the anthropologist or the linguist but
it is the duty of those special-ists to turn over to those whose
probl-em it is a report unprejudiced by 'little man' talk.
Wlrat is left to us is the specific form, in linguistics, of a
general problem of cultural anthropolory: the development of
operational techniques for deducing habits from behavior (1952b: 98-9).
To complete the operational

accepted as correct by

his

parallel

between the

speech conununity and

ehild's

new utterances

the situation of the linguist

requires, as Hoekett obse::ves, that each new utterance predicted by his
analysis must pass "the test of casual- acceptance by a native speaker".
Given

that empirical

adequacy

is located exclusively in predictiveness,

the evidential support which is clearly relevant is that of the behavior

of (native) speakers of the language in question including,

among other

observable properties of behavior, their judgenents of acceptability. This

of course, trs sought to see in Saussurers distinction a
precursor of his "competence/perforrnance" dichotomy; see his (1963
Chonsky,
^^/
^^l
)zo-JJL).

:

\

On'1iEt1e mant talk, rin the airt around this period perhaps because
of Ryle (L949), see especially Morgenbesser (1969).
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is the route followed in Quine (1951) and subsequently by Chornsky and
leads, rather naturally though not necessarily, to the view that
grarntnar

a

is a theory of the "intuitions of linguistic fo:m" or of the

"linguistj-c intuition" of the native speaker (these alternative formulations
are not equivalent as wil-L be pointed out later). In this way, claims
about justification, the ftrutht or tcorrectnesst of a grarmrar, as a

predictive theory, are ulti.nately to be
of acceptabil-ity
that short of

judgements

someone

anchored

of native speakers.

in an evidential basis
We

shal1 argue ln Chapter

4

aetually developing acceptability tests which do

accurately distinguish e.g., between selectional-1y deviant sequences
I

ungrammatical- sequences,-- there

is little

and

prospect of attenpting to ground

the notion of tgrarruaticalityt (or rgranmatical sentence of Lr) in

acceptability judgements, a conclusion Chomsky also reaches but with

different result.

Clearly there must be some behavioral correlate or
evidence of a specification of rgrannaticalityt, i.e., grauunatical sequences

musE

be distinguished as useable cornrnunications or be tsayabl-er or the l-ike,

but from this nothing necessarily interesting follows (as Hockett has argued)
about the biological endowment of the individual speaker. Rather the

restrictions on word combinations (the characterization of which provides
a structure for language) can be viewed - to speak incautiously for the
moment

in a teleological vein - as eonstraint$equired to distinguish
t

informaEion, required for the use of language as an instrument for the

social transmission of
I

j-nfo::urat,ion,

a theme to which we return in Chapter

Such as exj-sts between The universe plays the oozj.ng slime astutely and
Go and the up t,o, €.g.. See further Chapter 4 52 on this distinct.ion.

5.

7B

Chomskyrs

retrospective willingness to read a trealistt interpreta-

tion into these remarks of Hockett's are in step with his identification
i/i
clairn about
of the notions of 'rnaking an empirical claiur' "tt'h;i;r
biological strucluret, i.e., the "innate

l-anguage

faculty".

Ttrus he has

sought to interpret structural and descriptive linguistics as, to the

extent that this discipline can be said to have

made

empirical clains

at all, naking claims - which are not very plausible, he adds - about
the nature of this device. 1 S,r"h a construal of structural l-inguistics,
E.g.,

Chonsky (1965a)and (1975a):

If we interpret taxonomie f-inguistics as naking an empirical claim,
this claim Eust be that the grarnnars that result, fron application of
the postul-ated procedures to a sufficientl-y rich selection of data
will be descriptively adequate - in other words, that the set of
proeedures can be regarded as constituting a hypothesis about the
innate language-aequisiEion device (1965a: 52-3).

General properties of language, if not merely historical accident
and Ehus of no.real- interest, must be attributable to an intersection
of (1) genetically determined mechanisms of rnind and (2) unifomities
in the enpirical conditions of language use and acquj.sition. An explicit
linguistic theory of either the taxonomic or nontaxonomic variety can be
understood as an empirical hypothesis concerning factors of the fotmer
sort....T'hus if one takes a realist interpretation of the work of the
post-Bl-oonfieldian theorists, t,hey are proposing quite deep linguistic
universals: the principles implied by their procedural methods. Under
this interpretation, it is postulated that human languages must have
the properties determined by application of these procedures to a
corpus of data. l'fy om decision to abandon taxonomie approaches
resulted from an increasingly firm beLief that languages sirnply do not
have these properties (I975az 37).

as we have argued throughout this chapter, is not textually supported

in the writings of the structuralists themselves. Indeed, it is pet:verse
in the light of what structural f.inguists say about the intent and
i

interpretation of their procedures and, moreover, of their
of the notion of l-anguage structure.
2.6 Prediction.

The issue

of empirical

understandine

adequacy has been

linked,

by

Hockett, to the notion of predictiveness: tgame-playingt or non-uniqueness

is simply an artifact of corpus-confined analysis. If the concern of
linguist is mereLy to rearrange or list in various ways t.he data of a

the

fixed corpus, then, whatever he is doing, he is not making any enpirical
claims. The criteria governing his description have nothing to do with
correctness or ttrutht but rather with his inclination or particular
purPose

in nind.

However,

lf the character of his description is

such

that he makes (or can make) predicEions about utterances which are noE
included in the anaLyzed eorpus, he is making explicit empirical claims
which can be tested.
Chomsky has

also argued this way agaj.nst l{arris althougkjposed in

this fashion, a crucial- additional aspect of determi.ning adequacy is
omitted. For Chomsky, that a grammar makes predictions is not a sufficient
criterion of

adequacy

granmars which are

but only a necessary one; there

may be many such

empirieally equivalent descriptions of a corpus

extensions of a corpus. This situation requires the imposition of
metatheory

of grarnnat, a general theory of

language

structure,

and
a

which

includes a formal algorithm to select, on grounds of sirnplicity (a.k.a.

generality), the sirnplest such

granmar compatible wiEh the empirical data.
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This is the taro-tiered program of adequacy first articulated in the
unpublished rypescript THE LOGICAI STRUCTIIRE OF LINGUISTIC TI{EORy,
dared
June, 1955, and discussed further in Chapter 3.
For the present \re are concerned with the alleged solution to
non-uniqueness posed by predictive gramnars. we mry note first
of all

that an assumption has been made that there are (or were) linguists
who, in describing a corpus, intend or entail nothing regarding
utterances
of the

not included in the corpus under anarysis.
Hockett apparently has Harris in mind as an exemplar of this position
but
the attribution has been later broadened to the entire diseipl-ine of
descriptive linguistics'(ironically including Hockett) in the widespread
language which are

employment

of the term ftaxonomic linguisticsr. t

a generally
dissetrinated characterization of I taxonomic linguistics r is that its
prinary concern lay in the for:urulation of techniques and procedures for
"hrr"

describing a closed corpus of utteranees. Consequently, we have
received
a view of descriPtive linguists as "dull catalogers of data" (Lees Lg57:

,

of descriptive linguistics as the practice of "pre-Danrini.an

4l),

taxonomy,,

(chornsky, L964: 25) which occupies a correspondingly
low-level ,,Baconian"
stage of science (Bach, 1965), and of the "on1y alternative"
to the
I

The origin of the term (as 'taxonomie model') is Chomsky (1964) who,
however' sees structural and descriptive li.nguistics as' ,sun-larLzed,
in a model of phrase structure gra?nmrr which is "in the spirit of
modern procedural and descriptive approaches":
noted,
however, that modern graumars are typically not"rt
"to"rJ'i"as generative
conceived
granmars, but as descriptive staEements about a given corpus
itext) .
Hence, the taxonomi'c model, as described below, is no more than
an attempt
to formulate a generative grarmar which is in the spirit of modern
procedural and descriptive approaches (ll)."
The refor:nulation was

carried out in derail in posral (1964).

8l

"radical idealizations" of a theory of "internall.y represented"

grannar

as being-"a form of natural history, tabulation and arrangement of facts,

hardly a very serious pursuit however engaging the data" (Lhomsky,
218-20)

1980a:

.

But on examination this view of descripti.ve ('taxonomict) linguistics
seems

little

more than a

cliff over which to push onets opponents. Boas,

to begin at the beginning, regularly sought to deternine whether

presented

descriptions of linguistic structure were both complete and correct (the

tests of "exhaustiveness" and t'vulnerability" in the Voegelints (1963:

14)

[1

terminology)and this involved matching the results obtaj-ned from elicited
uEterances

with non-elicited texts which were freely selected by the

informant from some internal cultural domain or folklore.

texts

\^rere

These

latter

essential , as Boas considered them as the Eest of a gramrar.

Bloomfield, as Chomsky has recognLzea L, wrote a 'generative' for-tulation

of

t,he rnorphophonemi-cs

of Menomini, a

spoken by some 1700 people
employment,

language

of the Algonquin faurily

in liisconsin. In this work, there is explicit

of base and derived forms to charactetLze any utterance of

the

language:

of description leads us to set uP each morphological
element in a theoretical basic form, and then to state the deviations from this basic forillifrTch appear when the element is combined with other elements. If one starts with the basic forms and
applies our statements (...) in the order in which we given them,
one will finally arrive at the form of words as they are actually
spoken (1939b2 352).
To take another example, Harrist "structural RestatemenLs" of Swadesh's
The process

Eskimo,

Nernrman

I

s Yawelmani, and Voegelin's Delaware gralrnars had

Chornsky (L975a:

fn. trs,

50-1)

as
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their express purpose "the testing and exploring of statements of
norphological structure" from the perspective of distributional analysis,
adopted as a check on other methods of

linguisti.c description.

The present

restriction to distributional relations carries no
implication of the irrelevance or inutility of other relations
of the linguistic elements, in particular lheir meanings.
rnfornation concerning the meanings is not derivable
ttre
distributional statements and is clearly necessary forfiom
any
utilization of the language. However, because of the di.fferences
between the distributional relations and such other relations
as those of meaning and phonemic similarlty, and because of the
independence of each type of relation in respect to the others,
it becomes desirable to examine each type of relaEion separately
(1947:
2L7)

.

Perhaps no statement

of descriptive linguistics I has

aroused more

critical ire than Harrist:

D

The overall purpose of work in descriptive linguistics
to
obtain a comPact one-one representation of the stock of isutterances
in the corpus (1951a: 366).

To chornsky, and others following Chornskyrs lead,

this statement constitutes

sufficient warrant for the claim that

linguist,icst could not

ttaxorDmi-c

be uraking empirical claims,

that matters of rearranging or listj.ng Ehe data
of a corpus are outside the ken of ernpirical science, whose concerns have
to do wi-th matters of truth or falsity. For Bach, e.g., such a statement
reflects

Ehe

fact that

of the time Harris taLks as if the f-inguist could do withour
generalizations at all, in other words,
if the purpose of
"s the
linguistic analysis were merely to rearrange
originaL data:,..

Most

(1965

z

L2L-2)

Although Bloomfield's "The only useful generalizations about language
are inductive generalizations" (1933: 20) would have to be considered
also a contender.

dJ

Ttre

inplicati.on is that distributional analysis yields results

can be consideredonlyin terns
one purpose

of

convenience

which

or convertibility for

or another, that generalizations are not sought, and that

no evidence can ei.ther conflict with a distributional statement, or

be

offered in its support. I However, none of the criti.cal sources we
-f'r[r-r-*.s'
have found proceed to cite the context of this reiark^or the two
irmnediately following sentences, which give an idea of what Harris
G

meant by

referring to a "one-one representation'r:

Since Ehe represent,ation of an utterance or its parts is based
on a comparison of utterances, it is really a representation of
distinctions. It is this representation of differences which
gives us discrete combinatorial elements (each representing a
rninisral difference) (367) .
Chornsky (1960):

l

There is a serious point at issue. Procedures that merely lead
to a one-one representation of the corpus have no empirical
irnport and can be neither criticized nor supported by any evidence.
They are merely a convenience for the analyst, and he can seleet
those he likes at will. Procedures that take "an inductive step",
however, as the morpheme-to-ut,terance procedures of Harris' Methods,
make an important empirical claim (i.e., that such-and-such itenrs
not in the corpus are granmatical sentences - and are, furthermore,
sent,ences of a parti-cular structural type), and thus can be judged
in terms of truth and falsity. This distinction has not been clearly
drawn in procedural li.nguistics... (fn. 17, 538).
Chomsky is thus of apparently two ninds as to whether empiri.eal claims
are being rnade by the procedures of Methods,indicating that this point
has noE been sufficiently appreciated in descriptive linguistics. Elsewhere, he speaks of the incompatibil-iLy of the statement of Harris cited
above and llarris (I951a: 372-3) that "the work of analysis leads right
up to the statements which enable anyone to synEhesize or predict utterances
in the language", noting that 'rthese conflicting remarks...illustrate a
general ambivalence concerning goals that makes evaluation of modern
taxonomic linguistics on its own terms rather difficult" (1964: 98).
However, here Chornsky seems to have forgotten his earlief appreciation
of the morpheme-to-utterance procedures-(of chapt,er L6Yof. Ilarris I
Methods as he writes regardlng the goal'of a predictive granmar:
nffie .te no knovm procedures which lead to this more ambitious, and f ar
more si-gnificant goa1" (ibid).
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In other lrords, to require a one-one repreaentation of the stock
of utterances of a corpus is to require that graunatj.cal

statements

i

represent only distributional differences established by "comparison

of utterances"; as obse:rred above (p.56 ) thls means that gran'natical
synbols can be taken as representing not frparticular obsenrable elements
which occupy an environment but rather the environment itse1f", i.e.,

positions in a structure. To requi.re a one-one representation is thus to
require that a difference in granmatical position (reLative to all other

positions) is to be represented by a distinct graumatical symbol. It is
not a

demand

Such an

that every item identified in a corpus be uniquely listed.

interpretation b-etrays a hardly excusable unfami.liarity with the

methodological

Tsprix

which motivates this work.

To the contrary, in formulating gratrEultical statements the successive

1
J

levels of analysis and choice of various procedures are offered precisely

to

remove redundancy from

linguistic description so as to "not

say

the same thi.ng twice". I Utterances are described by conti-nualIy replacing
elements that have greater and more complex restrictions on their
occurrence by elements
we

of wider combinability, a principle

relurn to in Chapters 5 and 5. Harris sum.arized this

whose significance

nethodology

as follows:
As a resul-t of t,hese operations, we not only obtain initial elements
but are also able to define nen sets of elements as classes or combinations (sequences, etc.) of ol-d ones. Wtrile the successive classificat.ions are based on differences in occurrence, these differences are
expressed in the particular definitions of each class, and the relations
I

t

I,Iells

(1963

z

42)
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among these

classes can then be investigated without regard

to the differences in their definitions....
Ttris leads ultimately to sets of few elements having
' complex definitions but as nearly as possible random occnrr.rr"e
in respect to each other, replacing the ori.ginal- sets of many
elements having simple definitions but complexly restricted
distxibution (195la: 369-370).
As for the charge that "most of the time Harris talks as if the linguist

could do without generalizations at a11", we can only conclude that
had no

first-hand familiarity with Methods, for

Bach

even a casual perusal

of this book belies such a conclusion; e.g.,
Chapter

7

("Phonemes")

:

a more efficient set of symbols for our seglnents,
one in which there are fewer elements, and in terms of which
we can state more.b,ompactly which sequences of these occur (59).
We now seek

:

Chapter 8 ("Junctures")

:

reduce the number of phonenes, and sinplify the statement of
restrictions upon the environments in which they occur by considering
those restrictions of environment which apply to large numbers of

We

phonemes (79).

Chapter

9

("Rephonemicizatj.on")

:

would like to eliminate some of those exceptional restrictions
not by rnodifying our operational definition of a phoneme ($ 7.5),
nor by changing the criteria we seek to satisfy, but by performing
a further operation, if possible, on the rest,ricted segments in
order to make them amenable to those phonemic groupings which
would satisfy our preference (90).
We

Chapter 10 ("Phonemic Long Components"):

to express the lj-mitations of distribution among
and Eo obtain less restricted elements (125).

We seek

Chapter ll ("?honol-ogical Structure")

phonemes

:

However, \.re may also wish to have a compact statement of how these
element.s occur i-n any utterance of Ehe corpus, so that we can make
general statement,s not only about the el-ements but also about the
utterances which we represent by these element,s (150).

Chapter 12 ("Morphological Elements: Morphemic Segments)

:

we therefore seek a \Jay to treat sequences of phonemes as
single longer elemenrs (157).
Having established in what $ray our utterance differs minj.mally fron
othersr It€ choosgthat m'nner of distinguishing our utterance from
the others which has the greater generality; i.e., we define the
elements that distinguish our utterance in such a way that general
things can be said about the distrlbution of those elements (153).

Chapter 13 ("Morpheme Al-ternants")

:

following chapters present a series of operations designed
chiefly to reduce the number of elements for linguistic description
... We seek to obtain fewer elements having fewer restrictions on
The

occurrence (L97).

Chapter 14 ("Morphophonemes")

:

In general, the setting up of such new morphophonemic elements will
be easier, the greater the phonenlc similarity among the members of
a morpheme. And, over the whole corpus, if more of the morphemes
have, in identical environments, identical alternations among their
members, fewet morphophonemic elements will be set up; for then the
morphophonemes set up for one morpheme will also serve for ruany other
morphemes. It is therefore important to discover which alternations
occur in 'n'ny morphemes (ZLg).
Chapter 15 ("Morpheme Classes"):
-

we seek to reduce the number of elements, in preparation for a
comPact statement, of the composition of utterances. We furthermore
seek to avoid repeating almost identical- distributionaL statements
for many morphemes individuaLly (243).

Chapter 15 ("I'lorpheme Sequences")

:

hle seek to reduce the number of classes which we require when we
state t,he composition of each utterance of the language; and to
make it unnecessary to state in chapter 19 the special restrictions

of certain subclasses (262).

The comparison of aLl the sequences containing a particular class
permit,s vari.ous generalizations concerning that class (276).

Chapter 17 ("Morphemic Long Components"):
seek to express compacEl-y the remaining relations among morpheme
classes, other than those which are explicitly indicated in 13-6 (299) .

I^/e

Chapter t8 ("Constructions")
We

of

:

note recurrent sets of similar

classes, independently

morpheme

or arrangements fit into the utterance....
' To a large extent this attempt to surmarize the recurrent arrangements
of classes corrbines, or mry conveniently begin by combining, the
results of 16.5 and 17. The. considerat,ions of both of those sections
l-ead to recognizing various larger-than-one morpheme-length portions
of utterances: in 15.5, these portions are the irnmediate constituents
(at successive levels of analysis) of an utterance or stretch of
speech; in chapter 17, the domai.ns of the components. Here we will
go beyond these combined results, in seeking identities and similarities
in other features as well as in those previously considered....
We classify lnto one construction al1 sequences which are similar
in respect to stated features (325).
how these classes

Chapter 19 ("Morphological Structure")

:

state which sequences of the resultant position classes of chapter 16
or the constructi-ons of chapter 18 occur as utterances in the corpus.

We

This procedure, like that of chapter 11, eonsists in m:ki.ng an
assertion of occurrence rather than a relational stat.ement: not that
X occurs next to or is substitutable for Y, but, that utterances consisting of XY occur. In order Eo make these assertions as condensed
and as general as possible, they are put in the most general terms:
i.e., t,hey state the occurrence of the most general classes or
constructions (349).
we should

think it would be extremely difficult

calumny than

to fabricate a greater

that "most of the time Harris talks as if the linguist

could do without generalj-zations at a1l-" and must defer to more Kuhnian

or sociologically-inspired

endeavors any

further

comments upon

it.

But

generally, against the insinuat,ion that distributional proeedures
yield only a listing of elements l, Harris directly states the reason
more

-

not al1 combinati.ons of elements occur - why distributional structure

is not

?.

mere

listing.

And

contrary to the purported non-empirical

character of "taxonomic linguist,ics", he provides as explicit an empirical
I

E.g., Leiber (L975:

34)
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claim as can be found in the literature of lingui.stics:

rf all combinat,ions of our elcents occurred, there would be
nothi-ng
i
to say excePt a listing of the elements and the statement
that a1l conbinations of them occur,...
However' it is almost inpossible for all sequences of all
simultaneous combinati.ons of all elements (in ali degrees of
repetitj.on) to occur, in any language....
Our statement of all the combinations of elements which
in any utterance of a corpus is shorter than an actual- list ofoccur
all
the utterances in it: first, because we do not di.stinguish between
seguences which are composed of the same elements in itre same order;
and second, because all elements which occur in the same environment
are included in the same general statement of occurrences, and may
be indicated by the same mark....

.

we now try to find a sequence of phonene classes which is
constantly repeated, so that r^re can say that every utterance and
the whole succession of utterances in our corpus is merely a
repetition nany tines over of this one sequence.
Thus for Yokuts it is possible to state the followins fonnula:

gSv(c))cv(c)*+
where dg indicates utterance juncture and any utterance contour over
the preceding stretch, up to the next 1F ; c any consonant, v any

vowel, .

the length phoneme;...; sections in parenthesis (

)

sometimes occur and sometimes do not; the section in square brackets
t ] occurs any number of tirnes from zero up
Repeating this
entire fonnula any number of times, and substituting for each mark
any phoneme (or in the last analysis any segment) which that rnark
rePresents' we would obtain any utterance of Yokuts. Conversely, all
Yokuts utterances can be represented by this sequence repeated the
required number of times (l95la: 150-2).

a language of california, see llarris (1944) where this
formulation is first presented on the basis of Newmanfs data. trIe
note in the present context a passage at p. L99:,'Both Ner^rman's
method and rhe alrernative (distributional - TR) methods indicated
above are essentially sirnilar in that they describe particular events
or relations in terms of general systemic rel-ations. This was indeed
the great. contribution of sapir's talking about eonfiguration and
tt
on Yokuts,

pattern.

1
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As regards Methods

in particular, the allegation that the issue

of predictiveness is ignored or absent or not clearly distinguished is
sinpl-y fal-se. The issue is repeatedly raised in terns of testing the
adequacy of the linguistfs characterization of structure and stress is
i

placed upon the point that linguistic description is of interest insofar

as it serves as a predicti.ve sample of the r""dgfu. under analysis.l

is really of interest, from the point of view of linguistic metatheory,
as oPPosed to correcting widespread inaccuracies about the methods, aims

I^Ihat

results of descriptive linguisties, is the nature of grammatical
prediction: what is it for a gramtrar to make a prediction ?
and

:

Harris had recognized two related ways in which a grarlmar coul-d

be considered predictive: as stating regularities whose domain

t

was

posited as extending over the language as a whole, or as a means of
synthesizing utt,erances in the language.

is in general a choice of purposes facing the investigator
in linguistics. He may seek all the regularities which can be
found in any stretch of speech so as to show their interdependencies
(e.g., in order to predict successfully feaEures of the language as
a whole); or he may seek just enough information to enabte anyone
to construct utterances in the 1-anguage such as those constructed
by native speakers (in order to predict the utterances, or to t,each
a person how to speak the language) (1951a: 355).
There

t

E.g. (244): "The interesr in our analysis of the corpus derives
primarily from t,he fact t,hat it. can serve as a predictive sample
of rhe Language." cf. (17): "When a lingui.st offers his results
as a system representi.ng the language as a whole, he is predicting
that the elements set up for his corpus will satisfy all other bits
of talking in that language."
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An example

of the former was given above (p. gA ) in the formulaic

statement of vowel-consonant patterning to which any Yokuts utterance

is piedicted to conform. But we shall discuss Ehe latter alternative
first as the notion of 'synthesizing utterancesr has been subjected to
a variety of interpretations, particularly as regards the psychological
relevance of the predictive theory, i.e., the gralmar.
A gramnar which synthesizes utterances might seem to have rather
I
obvious psychological irnplications when considered as a model of comp"terr""

or a model of

language use

or verbal behavior. But, as may be inferred

from our previous disc'ussion, Harris in raising the issue in Methods

was

not alluding to psychological considerations or any parti.cul-ar psychological

theory. Harris had indeed

obserrred

that a

graffinar could be formulated

as a deductive system, a statement oft,en seen as precursing generative

grannnr.

But such a system was not to be considered "as an empirical

I
a

hypothesis with regard to the language faculty", as Chomsky surmises.

It is perhaps by turning to trro papers of

1952

that we can better illustrate

what Harris may have intended by speaking of predicting utterances by
synt,hesizing them.

Cf. Langendoen (L979: 150): "...the theory of comPetence is not a theory
about linguistic perforrnance (rather, it is a theory about sentence types'
of whi-ch tokens nay be manifested when people use language to tal-k to
themselves, or to one another) ,. . . "
of analysis leads right up to the statements rlhich enable anyone
to synthesize or predict utterances in the language. These statements form
a deductive system wit,h axiomatically defined initial elements and with
theorems concerning the relations among them. The final theorems would
indicaEe the strucEure of the utterances of the language in terms of the
preceding parts of the system " (372-3). For t,he interpretation, see €.9.,
Chomsky (L975a: 1l and fn. 16) from whence the quotation.
"The work

9r

fhese papers are the first widely available reports on the

rdork

Harris had conducted, beginning in the late 1940's, on the analysis of
i

discourse (i.e.,

eonnected speech

or writing) which initiated investigations

of granrmatical transformrtions. In brief, the object of discourse analysis
(as presented at that, time) was to determine the interrelations of the
elements (morphemes or morpheme sequences) of a text on the basis of their
occurrence in that text alone. This was done by considering which
morpheme sequences were equivalent,

(with respect to a given text) by the

fact of their occurring ei.ther in identical sentence environments (as when
sentences

or parts of sentences are repeated) or in

environments which

could be demonstrated tg be equivalent by substitutional comparisons with
1

other sentences of the Eext.

In so doing, not only woul-d the occurring sentences of a text

t

be

represented as sequences of morpheme sequence classes, informaEion which

night be compared

Eo

a dictionary of words and a listing of word classes,

but, in addition, the structural analysis could be considered as a
'granrnart whichjin specifying the possible, noc merely occurring, sequences

of

morpheme sequences,

pennits ehe rderivationt of

ne\,il sentences not

occurring in the text but nevertheless in conformity with the established

restrictions.

Thus, in the sample text analyzed,, a sentence is deriu"d 2-

I

E.g., in a text consisting of the following sentences (represented
as morpheme class sequences): AF : BE : CG : BF : ME : AG :-NE : NG .M]{
two equival-ence classes, X and Y, may be set up. x = [A, Bf,.,(because of
AF and BF), C (because of AG and CG), M and N (because of BE and ME and
NE)] and Y = {F, E (because of BF and BE), G (because of AF and AG) ,
and H (because of IIE and I'lH) ]
eaapted f rom Harris (1952b z l 3t+9).
f,
,

(1952b:368)
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fhe existence of monopoly enterprlse is

enough

to build

economic

crisis -

obviously unintended by the author, as satisfying the struetural analysis

of itre text. Gramtat,ical prediction as ill-ustrated in discourse analvsis
serves, in this case, to critique the facile argumentation of a text
through the syngtresis of an r:nintended
Iueets

sentence which nevertheless

just those intratextual structural conditions satisfied by

(and

characterizing) the occurring sentences. In these terms _it a\es 1itt1e
sense to raise the issue of the psychological relevance of the discourse
granlDar. In fact, the problem

Chomsky

has repeatedly identified as central

to linguj.stic theory but as unresol-ved in structural linguistics I - that
of how a grannar is to'lgake an inductive st,ep,,, to,,project,,from a
corpus of utterances (or "primary linguistic data" in the later innatist

version of generative grarnmar) to the infinitely nany tremainingt sentences

of a language (see Chapter 3) - is not formulable in the terms of discourse
J- " I
analysis' as presented here. Whatever sense can be'C*#en-+i,
',,.a
the notion of
synthesizing arbitrary sentences of a language (d*a-Sf the presence of

dialect variation, borrowings, slang and the like), this was not a issue in
discourse analysis, the area where Harris had turned to further extend
analytic

procedures.

In as much as a

gramnar can be considered as

a

Eheory

of the

language

as a whole, the task of the linguist can be seen as that of attempting to
specify the notion tgrarmati-cal sentence of Lt. One way of thinking about
I

E.g.,

Chomsky

(L964:23); (1965 z 202, fn.20); (t975a:30).

Chomsky's

more recent dor.rngrading of the notj.on of tlanguager together with an
admission E,hat gramrnars may not generate 'languages' at all (e.g.,
(1980a: L26) has obvious bearing here and is considered further in
Chapter 4.
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this which

Chornsky has been

as an infinite set of sentences and to view
gi"*ar as a fo:mal device that rselectst (or: trecognlzes' ,

to consider a
"

extremely influential in Promoting is

1-anguage

tgeneratest) I'

all and only the grarnnatical strings of

symbols

(words) of a language. That is, given a finite vocabul-ary and the

infinite set of strings

formed by arranging the words

in all possible combinations, a granmar will select

of the

vocabul-ary

some subset

of

these strings, the language generated (recognized, defined, characterized,

etc.) by the grannar.

We rnalr

note that the condi'ti-on of membership in

the set of selected strings is not tfuzzy'or probaUftistic; a string
is a granrmatical sentence iff it is recognized or selected (is in or out)
by the device.

It is only natural

Eo

raise the issue of the psychological inpLications

of such a for-al device, but this
admonished,

need

not entail, as Chomsky has repeatedly

that such a deviee should be considered as a model of

linguistic behavior, of ei.ther a speaker or a hearer.

Chomsky,

of

course,

lras not the first to point out the possibLe psychological relevance

of a formal

granrmar conceived

in this way. For example, Skinner had

said chat provided sufficient information about the environment of the
speaker and the

situation of utterance and the speakerts prior verbal

behavior in response to past stimuli (here we gloss details), it would
be possible to predict the probability of occurrence of particular
I

alternative formulations may suggest we are ignoring Ehe issue
of whether a grammar generates recursive or only recursively enumerable
sets, about which there is a 1-ong literature beginning with Putnam (1961).
i'le do this because r/e think this is a pseudoproblem steruning from thinking
of a language as a (we11-defined) set of sentences. See Scott (1973) and
further in Chapter 4 52.
These
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utterances. I-

real

We

noted above that Bloonfield, for alL his behaviorism,

and alledged, held

this to be an unattainable objective.

i

Shannon (1948) had suggested

that the source of

messages

However,

in a discrete

conmuni-

cation system was representable as a stationary stochastic (l,tarkov) process
t.hat selected successive elements of the message from a finite vocabulary
according to fixed probabilities.

In particulat, all- lnformation

about

the history of a sequence is given when the single, irmrediately preceding

selection is known. This

seemed

to

some psychorogists and

linguists

2

to provide a model of verbal behavior quite conpatible with Skinnerrs
behaviorist account. Hypothetical-ly, if an environmental stimulus
resulted in a verbal res.ponse, say the uttering of a word, that event
would in turn provide a further stimulus for another verbal response

)

and so

on. If it were possible to state t,he rules of a

granmar

in

terms

of the possible continuations of a string of word responses, those rules
could be interpreted directly as the result of stimulus-response

learning. - chomsky, in an early paper which attracted considerable

attention, demonstrated tn" (l"liit"i@inadequacy'i
I
of

grarnmatj.cal

of rhe

conceprion

--__--l

structure provided by strictly li.near (in Engl-ish, left-to-

right) scanning devices such as Markov and other finite stat,e
He showed,

notably, that such devlces

coul-d

sources.

not express granmatical

Skinner (1957:22): "Every verbal operant may be conceived of as having
under specified circumstances an assignable probability of emission...."
Cf. (28): "The probability that a verbal response of a given form will
occur at a given time is the basic datun to be predicted and controlled."
.,

E.g., Mi1ler and Selfridge (1950), Hockett
lliller

(L977

:

118) .

(1955).
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dependencies (such as number agreenent) across unbounded domains such

as exisLed in

self-embedded sentences.

The problem

I

is then to characterize this hypothetical selective

device. Since speakers are finite beings, it is required that

the

grannar be finitely representable. On the other hand, under the usual
assumption

that there is no longest grarrnatical sentence, a

must allow

for operations which may i.terate indefinitely nany tlmes.

granmar

Accordj.ngly, the linguistrs task w111 be the specification of the

finitely

many

restrictions or rrulesf which determine the selected

set of strings.
In what sense, then, can a grannar - viewed as a formal device b'e said to make an empirfcal claim? Obviously, just in case the sequences
it selects are

det,ermined

to be granrnatical sentences by native

of the language. This condition can be expressed

speakers

more preciseJ-y as

follows: given a sequence of words antecedently specified as graumatical
by a reliable native informant, this sequence will eventually tturn upt
on the list of seleeted sequences. In other words, empirical adequacy

requires that the set of tcorrectr strlngs be somehow specified as a
ftarget,r set, i.€., specified as gramnatical by native speakers, ei-ther
by using elicitation techniques, or by querying acceptabi.l-ity judgements,

or, as is

more usual

in the case where the language is the linguist's

nati.ve tongue, by the linguist consulting his own 'intuitiont

as to the

well-formedness of part,icular strings.
Chomsky
The men

(1956).E.g., Tte

rnen that John reco
John reconrmended that llary hire on

the basis of Bill's report
that
are here, etc. The inadequacies of a strictly linear account of sentence
structure had already been discussed by Harris in Methods (271-2) with
She made him a good husband because she made him aE6ETife where the
hearer has r,o inEerpret, the first me!_q (made h1m lnto) on the basis of
t,he later occunence (rnade for him)-ltgon-fi"elr E-+?ndencles were also
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' Notice that since obviously only finltely

many

strings of

elements

can be operationally ascertained

to be sentences of the language as
{
dete:xtined by infonnant's judgemenCs or reacti.ons (including the linguist's
own)'and since there are, by hypothesls,
I

sentences , there are infinitely

infinitely nany gramatical

rnany sentences

predicted by the grautrar

which will never be tested as to their well-formedness. Ttrus eurpirical
adequacy seems to

predJ.ct

require that a graraar, viewed as a selective device,

or generate

sequences antecedently determined

to be well-forred

by native speakers and, on the basis of rules characterizing these
sentences and perhaPs other considerations (including

si:nplicity), that

it rproject,' from this set of sentences to the lnfinitely nany senEences
o.f the language. It has.,been found to be, as \re shall discuss in Chapter 4,

too strong a requirement to hold that every antecendently-deterrnined
grarunatical sentence be generated by a grarunar in this nanner. In fact,

tS. is a granunat.ical sentence of Lt has been held to mean only tS, is
-i-r
generated/characterlzed by the rules of the gramnar' even if it has been
det.ermined

that S. is not an acceptable sentence of the language.

raising this issue here,

we wish

only to establish the point that

rn
the

notion of prediction, as applied to a grannar viewed as a fo::nal device,
requires a prior deter^mination of well-forrnedness, at least for

some

senlences. The nature of this relation ls, however, not straightfo::r^rard.
For example, is it required that the grarmtar predict all the sentences
deterrnined

to be well-formed in the linguistts corpus of data? 0r only some

(continued from previous page)

pointed to by K.S. Lashleyts (f951) classic example: Rapid righring
with his uniniured hand saved from loss the cont,ents of che canoe.
Since there is no longest grarur:ltical sentence. Cf . Chonslcy (1956: 109):
"In general, the assumption that languages are infinite is made for the
purpose of simplifying the description."
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, rt remains to recalL Lhe first alternative outli.ned by Harris
above pertaining to the predictiveness of gramrars, that of "seeking
alI the regu1ariti.es... so as to show their interdependence". This
mode

of testing the

adequacy

of grannars is directly the

descendant

of that adopted in anthropological. linguistics (see above) and is
firrnly corpus-based. Ttre test consists in deternining whether the
restrictions as deterrined in a corpus of sentences, or
utterances or texts on distributional (and transfo::mational - for the
gramnatical-

distinction, see Chapter 5)

grounds account

in) other sentences or utterances later

for (are obserrred to obtain

added

to the corpus. only

a

test of thls kind could apply to, e.g., the gran'natical- analysis of
written discourse, as in a sublanguage of science (chapter 6). Here,
the only sense that one can make of 'predictt is that new sentences
of the sublanguage can be thoused? within the restrictions established

for previous sentences. But it is also the character of the gramratical
- ti

description;(which is of restrictions on combinations of elements) that is
I

empiri.cally significant.

In parti.cular, since grarmatieal descriptlon
is of redundancies (restrictions) not eliminable by a determinate

set of transformat,ional operations, specified as to the domain of their
application and meeting
semantic criterion of paraphrase (which
nthe

I

is operationally eontrolable), the description has an infornational
character.
To specify the notion

of rgrarmratical sentence of Lr is then to

provide a principle of analyzability, a combinatorial means of analysis,

which, applied to any sentence of the language (or any string of
I

See Ehe discussion

in Chapter 3 $2 and Chapter 4 $2 below.

el-ements)

"(
-l(
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provides its decomposition into recurrent elements, i.e., residual

reslrictions on combinat.ions (or

shows

the el-ements are not a possible

combination of the language). But the analysis of a sentence in tems

of its recurrent elements always requires in additlon a specification
of the

domain

of the operations which identlfy the recurrent

elements.

For a rsentence-granmart of the language as a whole (e.g., for English,

Harrj.s (1982)) which idealizes away from the actual occurrence of
language

in discourses, it turns out that an oPerator

word dependences gives a general

gramnar of

solution (in terms of a partially

ordered

predicational constraint) to stating the sentence-bounded restrictions'
a solution which

woul-d

hardly be possible with a

morpheme

or morpheme

class analysis. But the additional restrictions on combinations of
elements which characterj-ze connected discourse,

striking fashion in a semantically restricted

in a particul-arly

domain such

4vsubLanguage

as./

of a science, provide the basis for a sufficiently articulated structure
having a palpably meaningful character: the tgrarmtar' of the subl-anguage
senTes as

a compact but informationally (in part, paraphrastically)

equivalent representation of the t.exts themselves' as eonfirmed by

special sublanguage 'infor:nantst

who

are researchers in the field.

1

point is that 'predictiveness'here is with respect to
the stated donaln of the restricti.ons on combinations of elements. If
The general

additional restrictions can be idenEified in a
Ehen

subdomain

of a

language,

on the basis of these additional- restrictions, a particular type

of sentence is predicted, viz., one in which the stated restrictions
- or stat.able departures from
t unaDfer
^.

b.

Ehese

- can be determined to hold.
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It is then possibl{to provide empirical validation of the general
theory of language structure which guides the construction of gra,rnuars(.,

''6"hli."S-aat
'.-l-*''.

f**tto"", gl*onJi-f? rn a specific applicarion

to

€l L

of a sclence, both the general theory of language structure
(the predlcational partlal ordering and reductlons - in phonemic shape
on grounds of low inforrnation) and the grarmar of the language as a
sublanguage

L

whole upon which the construction of particular sublanguage grannars

re1y, receive an empirical confi:matlon in the resultant informational
character of the gramarical descrlptionlft ruk;eorerical Link
g

structure and infornation which inplicitly guided the
redundancy-e1.iuj.natingmethodsofdistributiona1ispc@

between language

7-€€€€lll*sl'edr
t,-

we

But before discussing these matters in chapters 5 and 6,

turn first to the

program

of val-idation set out in generati-ve

beginning with the earliest, and still

formulation of a generative grarmar.
El

in

many ways

gransrar,

the most complete

